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Abstract 

The concentrated solar power plants (CSP) have been becoming more attractive in the latest 

years due to world demands on green energy. An economic and performance analysis over 

two of these technologies (parabolic trough and tower receiver) is being held in this report 

with the help of the System Advisor Model (SAM) programme. The CSP plants in operation, 

Andasol-1 and Gemasolar, allow to apply this investigation over both of them. Furthermore, a 

heat transfer analysis over the heat storage system (storage tanks) of the Andasol-1 plant is 

studied with the use of an own numerical methodology (code). 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, the increasing necessity of satisfying the growing demand of electricity has made 

the scientists to investigate deeper and deeper in the efficiency and optimal conversion of 

energy. Joined to this, the extensive study that has been doing on renewables or green 

energies is a conclusion resulted on the climate change conference did it last December (2015) 

in Paris where all the 194 countries attended. 

Between the renewables, the solar energy has been arisen around among others as hydro, 

wind or geothermal. Studies have been proved that the energy coming from the sun is 

approximately 170000 TW (1330 – 1450 W/m²). Therefore, one of the manners to take 

advantage of this resource is through the concentrated solar power plants. This type of plant is 

no more than a set of collectors reflecting the solar radiation to one point or axis where a fluid 

is passed and heated which will move a turbine to generate electricity.  

Actually, there is an amount of 63 concentrated solar power plants around the world 

approximately, being the biggest one “The Ivanpah Solar Power Facilities” with a capacity 

almost of 400 MW located in the Mohaje dessert of California, United States. Among all these 

63 plants, it can be found 2 in particularly in Spain which are the Andasol-1 plant with a 

capacity of 50 MW and the Gemasolar one with 19.9 MW.  

Andasol-1 is a parabolic trough concentrated solar power plant located in Andalucía with an 

annual production of 180 GWh. This plant has a thermal storage system of 7.5 hours and uses 

two fluids: oil to absorb the heat and transfer it to the molten salts (second fluid) which will 

move the turbine or stored the heat in the accumulation tank. The use of two fluids indicates 

that this is an indirect solar power plant, where the transfer fluid is different to the storage 

fluid. 

On the other hand, Gemasolar is a central tower receiver power plant with a molten salt heat 

storage system of 15 hours of dispatch without being use the grid network. It is located in 

Granada and has an annual output of electric energy of 110 GWh using an amount of 2650 

heliostats to produce it. It is the first plant constructed of this kind that operates all year and 

reaches a great capacity factor of 74%, unique in this type of energy resource. It is considered 

a direct solar power plant due to that the same fluid collects the solar radiation and move the 

power block. 

The great achievement from Gemasolar plant of reaching a capacity factor that high and 

producing constant energy through the entire time, has widely opened the investigation of this 

kind of energy. Not only for this type of plant, also for other different technologies of solar 

thermal besides the central tower as parabolic through, linear Fresnel and parabolic dish. 

A study in detail of both plants, Gemasolar and Andasol, will result in the know-how of its 

operation and the areas in which both can be optimized in order to increase their capacity as 

long as it will maintain the constant production of electricity during the whole time. In 

addition, the investigation can be extended to change the location of the plant maintaining its 

performance. 
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In addition, this study will allow the analysis on the importance and effects of the main areas 

as solar field, thermal storage, type of collectors and receivers and power cycle over the 

capacity of the plant and its efficiency in terms of operation for the two technologies: central 

tower and parabolic through. The result of this study will lead in a detail analysis over the 

thermal storage system (TES) of one of the technologies to observe the effects in a detail 

manner. 

At the end, this report will conclude with a technical and economical analysis over the two 

technologies considering two practical examples of both technologies as Andasol-1 for 

parabolic through type and Gemasolar plant for central tower receiver type. And also it will 

develop a heat accumulation study over the TES system of one of them. 

2. Objectives 

This report is mainly aimed to analyse in performance and financial terms, two technologies 

related to the solar energy. Using real cases, the major objective will be study the power tower 

and parabolic trough technologies to obtain its technical-economic analysis using the System 

Advisor Model (SAM) software. The physical solar concentrated power plants for both 

technologies are: Andasol-1 for parabolic trough and Gemasolar for power tower. 

In addition to this technical-economic analysis, there will be several specific objectives for 

achieved with this report.  

Based on this performance and cost study, an optimization of these two plants it is another 

goal of this report. Through a parametric study it will be considered the major important 

parameters in order to obtain the best efficiency for the established capacity of both cases: 

Andasol-1 (50MW) and Gemasolar (20MW). 

Furthermore, the parametric study will be extended to obtain a higher capacity of each of one 

of the plants. Moreover, the analysis of the variability for these concentrated solar power 

plants to change its location will be included in this investigation. 

Finally, a study in detail of the heat accumulation for the fluid inside the tank of the thermal 

storage system of a concentrated solar power plant is the last objective of this report. This 

analysis will be taken under one container of this area: the hot tank and the cold one. 

3. Methodology 

The System Advisor Model (SAM) is a software in which can be projected a renewable energy 

project in terms of performance and finance. This programme has the capability of review at 

the same simulation the technical and economical situations of a single project.  

Making an analysis of these two plants (Andasol and Gemasolar), it will be observed the 

operation of two technologies of solar power plant in detail and will develop a range of 

parameters in which the investigation can be focus in order to optimized them. 

The technical-economical analysis of the concentrated solar power plant is going to be done by 

using the SAM software in where the performance and the financial part of the plant can be 

done before it is constructed.  
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In a first step, two real cases (Andasol-1 and Gemasolar) are used to verify the precision and 

accuracy of the results of the programme and then it will be used to modify the different parts 

of the plant to increase their efficiency. In addition, it is going to be considered the increment 

of the capacity of both projects (electricity produced MW) and change the location in order to 

obtain better results. 

In the heat accumulation analysis as a second part, it will be used a multi-node methodology in 

where the fluid inside the tank is divide in n points, in order to solve the energy equation 

assuming a one dimensional fluid. This model is based on the overall energy balances 

considering different temperature levels. For this case, the fluid (molten salt) will be 

considered with only one node even for the both processes: charge and discharge. Therefore, 

there will be only one temperature for the internal fluid, which will be a mean one. 

The accomplishment of this analysis will require a numerical code and an open source 

software in which a numerical methodology will be considered to solve the energy balance 

equation related to the accumulation heat in the fluid inside the tank.  

Finally, this report will end with the conclusions collected from each analysis that is carried out 

in each part of this technical and economic study. 
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Chapter 2: System Advisor Model (SAM) and Validations 

1. Introduction 

System Advisor Model (SAM) is a software to guide any person in the development of the 

design for a renewable energy plant in terms of economics and technical performance. Based 

on the parameters related on performance and construction and operation costs, SAM 

program does a prediction of the technical development the plant will have in addition with an 

estimation of the cost of the energy whose plants are connected to the electrical grid.  

SAM uses several inputs in order to obtain the best accurate performance and cost of the 

design plant, considering the operation data and coefficients for system components such as 

photovoltaic modules, parabolic trough receivers and collectors, wind turbines or biopower 

combustion systems. 

In this chapter 2, SAM programme will be widely explained in how operates with the objective 

of find the optimal data for a renewable energy project. In addition, it will show its 

performance through two study cases in which two solar power plants: Andasol-1 and 

Gemasolar will be detailed and simulate in the system advisor model software. Finally, the 

chapter ends with conclusions over the results given by the programme and its comparison 

with other analysis done from others authors. 

2. Methodology SAM 

The structure of the System Advisor Model is compound by three main parts: the user 

interface, the calculation engine and the programming interface. The first one is the one that 

the operator can modify any variable or input required, run simulations that SAM allows it and 

give access to the output variables on the results page. Furthermore, the scripting language 

that this program has (LK) gives the chance to mechanize duties based on the experience that 

the user has on writing computer programs. 

 
Figure 1: User interface of the System Advisor Model [1] 
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The calculation engine is the part where properly SAM makes its work. It does a time-step-by-

time-step simulation over the performance of the system in each hour among the 8760 hours 

for one single year, even also in sub-hourly simulations. In addition, it sets the annual financial 

calculation to produce a cash flow of the project. 

The programming interface allows the connection of SAM with any external programs to 

interact with it. One example of this is the SolarPilot™ software that will be discussed later in 

this chapter. 

The SAM version used for this analysis will be the 2016.3.14 Revision 1, which includes 

performance models for the next types of systems: 

• Photovoltaic Systems: Flat-plate and concentrating 

• Concentrating Solar Power: 

o Parabolic Trough 

o Power Tower:  

� Molten salt  

� Direct steam 

o Linear Fresnel:  

� Heat transfer fluid (HTF) 

� Direct steam 

o Dish Stirling 

• Conventional Fossil-Fuel Thermal 

• Wind Power: large and Small 

• Geothermal Power 

• Biomass Combustion 

One of the great advantages of the system advisor model is the inclusion of the project cash 

flow in the analysis of a power plant, which gives a very precise behaviour of the development 

of the plant in economics terms. Therefore, SAM works with financial models which use the 

electricity outputs of each one of the performance models to calculate the series of annual 

cash flow over the period that is specified. The different types of the financial models are: 

• Residential (retail electricity rates) 

• Commercial (retail rates) 

• Power Purchase Agreement PPA (utility-scale or power generation project) 

o Single Owner 

o Leveraged Partnership Flip 

o All Equity Partnership Flip 

o Sale Leaseback 

The residential and commercial projects (or financial models) buy and sell electricity at retail 

rates (established by the electricity service provider) and displace purchases of power from the 

grid. On the other hand, the PPA projects sell electricity at a wholesale rate to meet internal 

rate of return requirements. 
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The power purchase agreement is a project which consists on sell the electricity at a fixed price 

with a specific escalation annual rate and the inclusion of the time-of-delivery factors (TOD). 

Then, SAM will calculate the internal rate of return (IRR) based on the PPA price specified or 

backwards, it will determine the PPA price to meet the required IRR.   

Inside the power purchase agreement project can be found three types: Single Owner, 

Partnership Flip with and without debt and Sale Leaseback.  

The single owner model represents a structure less complicated than the other because there 

is no necessity to assign cash and tax benefits for different partners due to the single owner 

owns the project and uses the tax benefits. 

The partnership flip involves the union between the project developer and a tax investor, in 

which all the costs of the project in the primary years will be assigned to the investor in order 

to take advantage of the tax benefits (tax credits and depreciation deductions) from other 

business of the investor. From the moment when the project starts to generate and sell 

electricity until the tax investor receives its internal rate of return, known as the flip target, all 

the project’s net cash flow and tax benefits are passed to its owners trough as an limited 

liability entity. After the flip target is meet, all the rest of the cash and remaining tax benefits 

are given to the developer.  

The sale leaseback consists on a tax investor purchasing 100% of the project from the 

developers and then leasing it back to the developer. The difference with the partnership flip is 

that the cash flow and taxable income are separated from each party. 

As we know already, SAM has several options regarding the financial models. For the case of 

CSP of power tower and parabolic trough, the cases that we will analyse are considered as PPA 

project with only one owner. SAM allows selecting this choice and specifying two types of 

solution: specify the IRR (internal rate of return) target or specifying the PPA price. 

• Defined as the rate of return that makes the net present value of the cash flow over the 

entire time from a particular investment equal to zero; the IRR (internal rate of return) is 

a measure of the project’s profitability. Specifying this value, SAM will use a search 

algorithm to find the PPA price required to meet the target IRR. 

• On the other hand, specifying the bid price in a power purchase agreement (PPA price), 

SAM will calculate the resulting internal rate of return. In both solutions, the IRR target 

year will be give it by SAM, which is the year that you want the target IRR to be 

achieved. 

Apart from this solution of the financial model, SAM will require or allow introducing 

parameters related to cost over the years as the escalation rate, inflation rate, real discount 

rate, taxes and insurance rates, among others to complete the financial model with all the cost 

included. In addition, it is possible to include the construction financing that could be required 

for the plant to be developed. 

One of the main important measures on the financial model related to the electricity is the 

levelized cost of electricity, which is basically the cost of generate electricity by this way. In 
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order to determine it, SAM considers the LCOE calculator which uses a simple method to 

calculate it with the next equation: 

���� = ��� × 	�� × ���
�� + �� 

	��: ������� ���� �$� ���: ����� ������ ��������  !��� �$� ��: ����"�� ��������  !��� �$ #$ℎ⁄ � ���: ����� !ℎ�� � ����  
��: 
����� ���!���!��' �����!���� �#$ℎ� 

Another point to highlight of this program is that SAM allows considering a backup system in 

case the resource is not capable to achieve the required capacity with the objective that the 

plant continues to generating electricity at all times, even using a fossil fuel. Therefore, this 

program is capable to operate the fossil backup system in two ways: 

• Minimum Backup Level: if the value of the fossil fill fraction is greater than zero, the 

system considered to include a fossil burner that heats the HTF before is delivered to the 

power cycle. Therefore, the fossil fill fraction will indicate the percentage of the design 

turbine gross output that the plant has to achieve in every time.   

• Supplemental Operation: SAM assumes a fossil backup system of a fixed maximum 

capacity. 

In addition, SAM has options to make possible the conduction of different studies involving 

multiple simulations on several considerations as weather, performance, cost, and others 

whose results or inputs are linked to a Microsoft Excel workbook. The options to investigate 

the impact of these variations are: 

• Parametric Analysis: in this option, it is allowed to specify, along a wide range of values, 

any input in order to see the comparison of the different outputs for each value in the 

input trough graphs and tables.  

• Stochastic: SAM allows the user to evaluate the effect of one or several inputs variables 

over an output one, through a probability distribution in which the program will create a 

sample of parameter values using the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method.    

• P50/P90: P90 or P50 refers to the amount of time (in percent terms) in which certain 

value will be met or exceed. For this, SAM will determine the probability where the total 

annual output of the system will exceed by the specified value.  

Having explained widely the SAM software, it can be notice the variability and the wide range 

of options to modify in order to obtain the best or appropriately design. 

2.1 Parabolic Trough 

One of the types of concentrating solar power technologies is the parabolic trough, which 

consists in accumulate the energy sun through the direct normal solar radiation and 

transforms it into thermal energy in order to converts into electricity by the movement of a 

turbine. The solar field, the power block, the thermal energy storage and the fossil backup 

systems are the main parts of this solar plant. 
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The function of the solar field is to receive the heat from the sun across the solar trough-

shaped collectors and focus the direct normal radiation on the tubular receivers. This assembly 

(collector-receiver) will required a structure that besides can track the sun in one axis, handle 

the forces induced by the wind and supports the mirrors and receivers. The receiver consist on 

a coated glasses tubes which inside has a metal pipe with an absorbing surface of solar 

radiation in vacuum state where the heat transfer fluid will transport the energy absorbed to 

the power block.  

 
Figure 2: Concentrated Solar Power Plant of Parabolic Trough Technology [2] 

The power block consists on a rankine cycle in which it is converted thermal energy into 

electricity. When there is insufficient solar energy to drive the turbine at its capacity, a backup 

system could be used to deliver supplemental heat to the fluid from fossil fuels. 

 
Figure 3: Scheme of a Solar Concentrated Power Plant with Parabolic Trough [1] 

One optional part of this kind of plants is the thermal energy storage system which is only the 

possibility of accumulates heat inside a liquid fluid when there is an excess of solar radiation. 

This will be used for move the turbine in periods of when the solar resource is not capable by 

its own to reach the capacity of the power block. This highlight a useful advantage of delayed 

the use of the energy collected until at a time when there will be need it.  
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The thermal energy storage consist on two tanks, one called “Hot Tank” which store the heat 

from the solar field and the other, “cold tank” that will store the cooled fluid after the power 

block use converts its energy into electricity. Also, the system is compound by pumps in order 

to move the fluids and as optional equipment, the heat exchangers, which is used to maintain 

the temperature at the hot tank. 

An interest variation on this kind of plants is the use of one or two fluids as the medium to 

transport the energy. The direct system is where the heat transfer fluid that is coming from 

collecting the solar field will be the same as the storage fluid. On the other hand, the indirect 

system uses two different fluids to do both functions (collect and store) and a heat exchanger 

is required for the heat transfer between them.  

For this type of system, the programme SAM has two models: physical and empirical. The first 

one determines the electricity generated by the parabolic trough solar plant characterizing 

several equipment using mathematical models based on geometry and the first principles of 

heat transfer and thermodynamics. This model gives more flexibility when it can be specify the 

properties of each of the components of the plant but adds more uncertainty to the 

performance calculations in comparison with the empirical model. Inside this flexibility, it can 

be found three mayor considerations to highlight: 

• In the solar field piping, header and balance of the plant, it considers the transient 

effects of the heat transfer fluid 

• In solar field components, the types of collectors in a single loop and the multiple 

receivers can be specified with a wide range of values. 

• In parametric and statistical analyses, the time simulations are relatively short. 

The other model, the empirical one performs equal as the physical with the particularity of 

using a set of curve-fit equations derived from experimental data of different projects in USA 

instead of considering the first principles. This method based on Excelergy, has the limitation 

of the modelling systems composed by equipment for which there is experimental data. 

For this type of system (Parabolic trough physical or empirical model), in the user-interface 

part of SAM has thirteen (13) pages where it can be change the input variables. These pages 

are:  

• Location and Resources: includes the information referred to weather for the location. 

• Solar Field: displays variables and options which describe the size and properties of the 

solar field, the heat transfer fluid, reference design specifications of the solar field and 

collector orientation. 

• Collectors (SCAs): information of the collectors and its properties 

• Receivers (HCEs): information about the receivers 

• Tower and Receiver: displays variables that specify the geometry of the heat collection 

system. It uses semi-empirical heat transfer and thermodynamic relationships to 

determine the thermal performance of the receiver.  

• Power Cycle: parameters that describe the equipment in the system which converts 

thermal energy from solar field or from the storage system into electricity. This includes 

the turbine, heat exchangers to transfer heat from the solar field or storage system to 
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the turbine, cooling system, the parameters which defines the performance of the 

reference turbine and the capacity of the power block. 

• Thermal Storage (TES): divided in two groups, one that defines the storage capacity and 

type along with some efficiency parameters. The other determines the dispatch controls 

which define the operation of the storage and fossil backup systems. 

• Parasitics: displays parameters describing losses due to parasitic electrical loads such as 

drive motors, electronic circuits and pump motors. 

• System Costs: variables used to calculate the project investment cost and annual 

operating costs reported in the project cash flow and used to calculate cost metrics. 

• Lifetime: only refers to the degradation rate applied to the system’s total annual output.  

• Financial Parameters: it is displayed the option of define the internal rate of return or 

the power purchase agreement. In addition, it can be stored several parameters relate 

to debt, loans, rates of degradation, federal and state taxes, operation time and others 

referred to the financial model. 

• Time of Delivery Factor (TOD): displays the schedule of the price at the electricity will be 

sell and it can be specify the schedule. 

• Incentives: all the variables referred to tax benefits. 

• Depreciation: it shows the capability of selecting the bonus depreciation and ITC 

qualification referred to the operation time to be analysed. 

Considering the input variables in all pages of the SAM programme, there are 5 interest points 

to highlight in where are related several parameters and explain how the programme will 

perform its results and best optimization for the solar concentrated power plant, parabolic 

through type.  

2.1.1 Solar Multiple 

The solar multiple is a parameter that relates the collection area with the rated capacity of the 

power cycle. For this reason, SAM has two options to find the best suitable configuration of 

the solar field aperture area:  

• Option 1: specifying the solar multiple which is a measure of the solar field as multiple of 

the design gross output of the power block (rated capacity):  

(���� )������� = 
������� ��*��!��+� 
������!� 
������� ��*��!��+� 
��� �� () = 1 

Where the exact aperture reflective area is the area required to deliver sufficient solar 

energy to drive the power block at the design turbine gross output level under reference 

weather conditions. 

���!� 
������� ��*��!��+� 
���
= -��� � 	��"��� 	ℎ��.�� /����-0/ × ����!�� �**�!���!' − 2�� 	ℎ��.�� ������ − (���� ����� �����  2��� ������ 

where, HCE: heat collection element (collector). 
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• Option 2: in this case, the aperture area of the solar field is specified by the user, and the 

program will determine the correct solar multiple for this area.  


�������	��*��!��+�	
��� � (����	)������� � ���!�	
�������	��*��!��+�	
���	��	() � 1 

For the cases where the objective is to determine the best solar field area for an exact 

location, the option 1 must be used.  

2.1.2 Design Direct Normal Irradiance 

The reference design direct normal irradiance has a major importance in the solar field 

calculations for this kind of plant. This value should be close to the maximum actual DNI on the 

field expected for the location, with an exception in the parabolic trough and linear Fresnel 

which the value should be less than the actual maximum. If it is considered a value of 

reference design DNI too low, it will result in a high amount of energy that will be storage but 

not used. On the other hand, if it is too high, it will result in a design solar field that will only be 

capable of produce the required energy to move the turbine for a few hours. Therefore, the 

correct value will satisfy both approaches: less dumped energy and correct size of the solar 

field. 

2.1.3 Loop Configuration 

Until now it has been talking about solar field in many times, but it has not defined yet or what 

composed it. An array of collector-receiver assemblies is what consist a loop configuration, 

which at the same time is the composition of the solar field. The programme SAM makes all 

the calculations on each loop configuration, but only allows to specify 1 type of deign. Each of 

one of this can be model using up to 35 different collector-receiver assembles and with 4 

different types of collectors and receivers. In each loop the fluid is heat it up to the outlet 

temperature by the radiation collected by the receiver    

 
Figure 4: Scheme of: a) a loop configuration and b) a solar field [1] 

2.1.4 Land Area 

The land area resulted from the performance model, it is used as input in the financial model 

and its total value is calculated with this equation: 

	����	����	
���	��!���� � (����	*����	
���	��!���� � 31 1 0��	(����	�����	����	
���	)���������4 
Where 
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(����	*����	
��� � 
!����	
�������	�.5� � ��6	(��!�� 	�.�
)���.�.	(�
	$���%	�.� � 0.0002471��!��� .5⁄ � 

2.1.5 Thermal Storage Dispatch 

In the thermal storage page, the program allows to assign the values for each dispatch period 

considering two values, the storage dispatch fraction with or without solar which corresponds 

to the periods of sunshine and no sunshine respectively. These values are used to decide if the 

power cycle will start or continue running. In the hourly simulation, SAM sees the amount of 

energy stored at the start of the hour and decides whether or not to operate the power cycle 

in that hour considering the two values mentioned. The achieve target for each period of 

delivered is the product of the thermal storage capacity and the storage dispatch fraction for 

that period. Therefore, SAM will consider in each hour these two options: 

• In moments when there is solar radiation (sunshine) and it’s not enough to move the 

turbine, the system will send the energy stored to drive the power block only when the 

energy is higher or equal to the dispatch target. 

• When there is no sunshine (without solar) the turbine will not move except the energy 

store is higher or equal to the dispatch target. 

The turbine output fraction will determine the require output of the power block in each 

dispatch period. A value of 1 for this parameter indicates that the power cycle output is equal 

to the turbine design gross specified in the power cycle page.  

In the hours when the energy provided by the solar field exceeds the turbine design gross 

output, the power block will run at its rated capacity and the excess of energy will be stored. 

On the other hand, in the moments where the solar resource is not enough to reach the rated 

capacity of the turbine, the power block will use energy from the solar field and the thermal 

storage. Furthermore, when the storage system is at its capacity, the collectors will be 

defocused to reduce the thermal energy produced. This is how the dispatch operates between 

the power block, solar field and thermal storage. 

2.2 Molten Salt Power Tower 

 
Figure 5: Solar Concentrated Power Tower Plant [3] 
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The solar power tower plant, also called central receiver system, is a type of concentrated 

solar plant, just as equal as the parabolic through with the difference on how the solar energy 

is obtained. In this case the solar field consist on an area fill with flat, sun-tracking mirrors 

(heliostat) that focus the direct normal solar radiation on a receiver at the top of the tower. A 

fluid, usually molten salts in water, is pumped to pass into the tower to be heated by the solar 

concentration and then, pumped to the power block which will generates steam that move the 

turbine and generator with the objective of converting thermal energy into electricity. 

The variation of direct and indirect system is presented in the solar tower power plant, as the 

same happens in the parabolic trough type.  

2.2.1 Heliostat Field 

As it can been seing the heliostat field (solar field) has a major importance when its related to 

the performance of the solar power tower plant. For this reason, SAM has to options to 

determine it: one, importing an specific layout from an external file of SAM and, the other, 

using the SolarPILOT™ software which determines the position of the heliostat in the layout 

characterizing each potential location individually. With the use of this software, the task of 

specify a large number of parameters requires to determine the optimal receiver and collector 

field is simplified. 

 
Figure 6: Configuration of a heliostat field in a CSP with thermal receiver. [4] 

Considering the radial stagger layout method, SolarPILOT™ will generate a set of potential 

positions for the heliostats, located in constant radius (iso-radial lines) in which the center is 

the tower base. After, it will evaluate each position to estimate the annual performance for 

each collector using a simulation of 25 time-steps throughout the year. SAM will collects the 

results of this simulation and will run a reference-point simulation with the objective of find 

out the energy delivered by the solar field to the receiver at a reference condition (usually 
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summer solstice at solar noon) and then, remove the worst-performing heliostat from the 

layout. This step will continue meanwhile the total power delivered to the receiver excedds 

the design-point thermal power plus the estimated thermal losses of the receiver surface and 

the runner piping. Finally, when the delivered power reach its target, the resulting heliostats 

will define the final solar field layout. 

The SolarPILOT™ programme use an optimization algorithm to search the best system design 

values that will result in the lowest levelized cost of electricity (minimun cost of energy subject 

to maximum flux and minimum power constraints). It will consider for this several values as 

optical efficiency, attenuation, reflectance and others, but it not considers the effects of 

shadowing. This optimization process is separate from the simulation mentioned before. SAM 

allows to run this algorithm to fulfill several parameters in the input pages with the optimal 

values, which the user can choose to either keep these optimized values or modify before 

running the simulations. However, each step in the optimization process consist of a full layout 

and performance simulation do it by SolarPILOT™. This optimization process accounts for the 

weather data, costs, optical performance and approximate thermal development. 

In order to obtain the best configuration for the heliostat field, as we already mentioned 

before through the SolarPILOT™ programm, SAM allows several algorithms to perform this 

task, among it can be found: 

• BOBYQA (Bounded Optimization BY Quadratic Approximation): based on a quadratic 

surface approximation, this algorithm runs a routine that optimizes the objetive by 

iteratively constructing an objective function model. 

• COBYLA (Constrained Optimization BY Linear Approximation): is a direct search method 

consisting on a n+1 points, where the n is the dimensionality of the problem. This 

supports constraints by forming linear approximations. 

• NEWUOA: for unconstrained DFO optimization using a quadratic objective function 

approximation. It is superseded by BOBYQA. 

• Nelder-Mead: simplex method for minimizing a multi-dimensional nonlinear objective 

function space. This algorithm works by construction an n+1-dimensional polytope that 

approximates the objective function surface. It is known to struggle with convergence 

for certain problems. 

• Sbplx: based on the Nelder-Mead algorithm, is the NLopt implementation of the Subplex 

routine. Considered more efficient and robust that the original Nelder-Mead. 

• RSGS (Response Surface Gradient Search): attempts to optimize the objective function 

by forming local response surface approximations using a local combinatorial 

experiment and then minimizing the resulting quadratic regression model.  

In addition, the algorithm is used to calculated the thermal rating of the receiver using the 

solar multiple, the estimated receiver and the piping losses based on the next equation: 

<=>?@ � A � <=>?@ 1 <=BCDD � 
E?F 1 <=GHG? 

Receiver design − point thermal output:   <=>?@ Coating absorptance:  A Estimated Receiver Heat Loss:   <=BCDD    �#$� .5⁄ � 
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Receiver Area:  
E?F  Total Piping Loss 3converted to MWt4: <=GHG? 

After considering all the possibilities for the algorithm to obtain the best configuration, the 

bounded optimization by quadratic approximation (BOBYQA) is the one that will be used for all 

the simulations. 

2.2.2 Design Direct Normal Irradiance 

The value of the reference direct normal irradiance must be the maximum one as equals 

happens with the parabolic trough solar power plant. 

2.2.3 Land Area 

The land area resulted from the performance model, it is used as input in the financial model 

and its total value is calculated with this equation: 

	���� ���� 
��� ��!����= 0�� (���� ����� ���� 
�����!���� + 
��� �!!����� "' 2��������� �.5�× 3����� ���� 
��� )��������� × 0.0002471��!��� .5⁄ �4 

2.2.4 Thermal Storage Dispatch 

For the case of central tower receiver system, the dispatch operation is exactly the same as it 

was explained for the parabolic trough plant. SAM performs the exact procedure with the 

equal amount of input parameters for all types of solar power plant technologies. 

3. Validation cases: 

Now that we have seen already the methodology of SAM and how it works in more deep and 

detail approach according to two kinds of solar power plants, it has been chosen two cases of 

study to verify the accuraccy of this software with these two plants: Gemasolar and Andasol.  

3.1 Tower Receiver (Gemasolar Plant 20MW) 

Gemasolar is a solar power tower plant in Sevilla (Spain) which uses molten salt as a heat 

transfer fluid and produces a power of 20 megawatts with only 200 hectares. It has been 

operated since 2011 and has two owners: MASDAR (40%) and Sener (60%), which will be 

considered as a single owner.  

Using the SAM software, the table 1 will represent the input data required for the program to 

give the results. For this case, it is considered a CSP molten salt power tower to develop the 

results with the input data from the information of the Gemasolar plant took it from the NREL 

website [4].  

Page Variable Location 

Climate Location Sevilla 

System Design Design Point DNI 800 W/m² 

Solar multiple 2,5 

Heliostat Field Heliostat width 10,9 m 

Heliostat height 10,9 m 

Solar field land area multiplier 1,4 
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Number of heliostats 2650 

Max heliostat distance to tower 8 

Tower and Receiver Receiver height 14,22 m 

Receiver diameter 8,89 m 

Tower height 140 m 

Number of panels 16 

HFT type Salt (60% NaNO3 40% KNO3) 

Required HTF outlet temp 565 ˚C 

Piping loss coefficient 8000 Wt/m 

Power Cycle Design turbine gross output 19,9 MW 

Estimated gross to net conversion 0,875 

Design HTF inlet temperature 565 ˚C 

Minimun turbine operation 0,2 

Condenser type Evaporative 

Ambient temperature at design 20 ˚C 

Thermal Storage Full load hours of TES 15 

Initial hot HTF temperature 565 ˚C 

Storage type 2 Tank 

Tank height 20 m 

Parallel tank pairs 1 

System Control Current dispatch schedule Uniform dispatch 

Fossil fill fraction (period 1) 0,27 
Table 1: Input data for the Gemasolar Plant 

It is important to remark that the financial parameters for the Gemasolar case were not 

included for this analysis, and the predefined values of the SAM software has to be taking into 

account for this case.  

3.2 Parabolic Trough (Andasol-1 Plant 50 MW) 

The second study case is the Andasol-1 plant. Located in the south east of Spain, in Granada, 

the parabolic trough concentrating solar power plant has a production of 50 megawatts 

electric covering an area approximately of 500 acres. This plant has been operated since 2008 

by the hands of its owners, ACS/Cobra Group. In those years, the cost of electricity from this 

plant is 0.27€/kWh; and It will continue for 25 years due to the guaranteed power purchase 

agreement. 

Using the SAM software, the table 2 will represent the input data required for the program to 

give the results. It is considered a CSP parabolic trough (empirical) to develop the results using 

the Andasol-1 case where the input date was take it from the NREL website [2]. This software 

is highly sensitive on what source the user took on weather data. It will be considered the wet 

cooling method.  

Page Variable Location 

Climate Location Granada 

Solar Field Option 2 

Field Aperture 510120 m² 

Irradiation at design 700 W/m² 

Field HTF fluid User-defined (Dowtherm A) 

Design loop outlet temp 393 ˚C 

Number of SCA per loop 4 

Non-solar field land area multlipier 1,4 

Collector (SCAs) Type EuroTrough ET150 

Receiver (HCEs) Type Solel UVAC 3 
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Power Cycle Design gross output (capacity) 55 MW 

Rated cycle conversion efficiency 0,381 

Aux heater outlet set temp 393 ˚C 

Fossil dispatch mode Supplemental Operation 

Condenser type Evaporative 

Thermal Storage Full load hours of TES 7,5 

Parallel tank pairs 1 

Tank height 20 m 

Storage HTF fluid Hitec Solar Salt 

Dispatch schedule Summer peak 

Fossil fill fraction (period 1) 0,15 

Fossil fill fraction (period 2) 0,2 

Fossil fill fraction (period 3) 0,45 
Table 2: Input data for the Andasol Plant 

Besides this primary data, it has been included the financial data for the Andasol plant in 

detail, which is presented in the next table. 

Page Variable Location 

System Costs Site improvements 28,00 $/m² 

Solar field 270,00 $/m² 

HTF System 78,00 $/m² 

Storage 78,00 $/kWht 

Fossil Backup 60,00 $/kWe 

Power plant 850,00 $/kWe 

Balance of plant 105,00 $/kWe 

Contingency 7% 

Fixed cost by capacity 66,00 $/kW-yr 

Variable cost by generation 3,00 $/MWh 

Fossil fuel cost 6,00 $/MMBTU 

Financial Parameters Minimum Required IRR 12% 

PPA price escalation rate 0% 

Analysis period  20 years 

Inflation rate 2,50% 

Real discount rate 8%/year 

Federal income tax rate 30%/year 

State income tax rate 0%/year 

Sales tax 5% 

Insurance rate 1% 

Property tax 0% 

Net salvage value 0% 

Project term debt DSCR 

Tenor 20 years 

Annual Interest rate 5,50% 

Up-front fee 3,50% 

Construction time 28 months 

Depreciation treatment federal Straight line (25 yr) 

Depreciation treatment state No depreciation 

Time of Delivery Factor TOD factor schedule Uniform Dispatch (all of them change to 1) 
Table 3: Financial parameters for the Andasol plant. 

In this type of system, the assembly Collector-Receiver is detailed for each of two parts, with 

the input data required to do the SAM analysis correctly. In addition, this plant has the 

particularity of using a specific heat transfer fluid whose properties are not detailed in the SAM 

programme and are explained in the next section. 
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3.2.1 Heat Transfer Fluid: the heat transfer fluid used in this case is synthetic oil called 

Dowtherm A, whose resumed properties used in the software are presented in the next table. 

In addition, in the reference [20] it can be found the complete values of the properties for a 

wide range of temperatures. 

Temperature 

(˚C) 

Specific Heat 

(kJ/kg-K) 

Density 

(kg/m³) 

Viscosity 

(Pa-s) 

Kinematic 

Viscosity (m²-s) 

Conductivity 

(W/m-K) 

Enthalpy 

(J/kg) 

20 1,573 1059,6 0,00429 0,000004048 0,1387 13100 

60 1,687 1027,8 0,00172 0,000001670 0,1323 79600 

100 1,800 994 0,00097 0,000000975 0,1259 149200 

150 1,940 952,2 0,00058 0,000000609 0,1179 241600 

200 2,079 907,1 0,00039 0,000000430 0,1099 340900 

250 2,218 859 0,00028 0,000000326 0,1019 447200 

300 2,359 806,8 0,00021 0,000000260 0,0939 560500 

350 2,511 748,6 0,00016 0,000000214 0,0859 680700 

400 2,701 680,2 0,00013 0,000000191 0,0779 808700 

425 2,842 639,4 0,00011 0,000000172 0,0739 876300 
Table 4: Properties of Dowtherm oil A [5] 

3.2.2 Collectors: as it has been explained before, the solar collector assembly (SCA) is a main 

important part of the receiver-collector assembly presented in each configuration loop. This  

consist on a supporting structure, mirrors and heat collection elements (receiver), all of which 

are configured to conform an individually tracking module. The solar collectors used in this 

case are the EuroTrough ET150 and its data is included in the SAM software. 

3.2.3 Receivers:  

The other part of the collector-receiver assembly from the configuration loop, is the receiver 

or heat collection element. This element consists on a metal pipe contained in a vacuum within 

glass tube which passes over the focal line of the parabolic collector. In each pipe, the vacuum 

is ensured by seals and bellows, and the anti-reflective coating will assure that the maximum 

solar radiation has entered the tube. On the other hand, to maximize the transfer of energy 

from the radiation to the metal pipe is required a solar-selective radiation absorbing coating 

for the tube. The solar receivers used for this case are the Solel UVAC 3 and its data is included 

in the SAM software. 

4. Results 

Running SAM with these cases, the results that it gives to us is presented in the next 2 

sections. 

4.1 Tower Receiver (Gemasolar Plant) 

Considering the data mentioned above and explained, the results given by SAM are presented 

ones in the table 5 and the following figures. 

Metric Value 

Annual total electric power to grid 98760928 kWhe 

Capacity factor 64,7000 % 

Gross to Net Conversion Factor  92,0085 % 

Tower height  140,0000 m 

Receiver height  14,2200 m 

Total length of exposed piping  364,000 m 
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Base land area occupied by heliostats 333,765 acre 

Number of heliostats 2650 - 

Solar Field Area 305401 m² 

Total land area 587,271 acre 

Total Annual Water Usage: cycle + mirror washing 295175 m³ 

BOP cost  6766000 $ 

Contingency cost  10613000 $ 

Equity  105817000 $ 

EPC and owner cost 17845100 $ 

Fossil backup cost 0 $ 

Financing cost 19620100 $ 

Heliostat cost 62301800 $ 

Power cycle cost 20895000 $ 

Receiver cost 73336400 $ 

Site improvement cost 3359410 $ 

TES cost 30429600 $ 

Tower cost 20529400 $ 

Total land cost  5872710 $ 

Total direct cost 162228000 $ 

Total indirect cost  30206900 $ 

Total installed cost  192435000 $ 

Net capital cost  211695000 $ 

PPA price (Year 1) 15,7629 cents/kWh 

PPA price escalation 1,0000 %/year 

Levelized PPA price  13,4775 cents$/kWh 

Levelized cost  12,3912 cents$/kWh 

IRR in target year 11,0000 % 

Internal rate of return (after-tax) 12,5894 % 

Net capital cost per watt 12,1576 $/W 

Debt percent 50,0144 % 
Table 5: Results from SAM software for the Gemasolar plant 

As we can observed, the annual energy produced is 98760928 kWhe with an capacity factor of 

64,7%. These values are very different with the ones from the NREL reports (ref. [6] & [7]) 

where the plant produces 110000000 kWhe with a 74% of capacity factor. 

In the next figure (Fig. 6), we can observed the weight in terms of cost of each part of the solar 

plant, in which the most expensive area of the plan is without doubts the one related mainly to 

the solar field: the receiver and the heliostats. On the other hand, the land is the area less 

expensive. 

 
Figure 6: Cost of each area of the plant. 
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A good option that the program gives us is the capability to see how much the plant produce in 

each month over the operation years. The next graph show that the month of highest 

production is July and August; being obviously due to these months is the summer with the 

highest solar radiation presented in this location and the daylight is longer. Therefore, in 

winter is where it is produce the less amount of energy, which correspond to the months of 

December and January. 

 
Figure 7: Production of energy in every month among the operation time 

Making an analysis of the electricity costs, in the next figure we can observed the difference 

between the cost of producing electricity and the cost of selling, highlighting the earnings of 

the inversion. The difference between the LCEO and the PPA price will result in the profit of 

the inversion for each kWh which is around 1.5 USD cents per kilowatt-hour. 

 
Figure 8: Comparison between the PPA price and a) levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) and b) time 

In addition, it can be seen the increase on the PPA price over the years up to 0.20 $/kWh in the 
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4.2 Parabolic Trough (Andasol-1 Plant) 

Running SAM with these cases, the results that it gives to us is represented in the next table. 

Metric Value 

Annual energy (year 1) 178208864 kWh 

Capacity factor (year 1) 41,10 % 

Gross-to-net conversion 94,0952 % 

Annual Water Usage 618947 m³ 

Thermal energy to the power block  524494 MWht 

Thermal power produced by the field 494297 MWht 

Total absorbed energy 516681 MWht 

Thermal energy into storage 3339,88 MWht 

Electrical source - Power cycle gross output 197288 MWhe 

System heat rate  3.413 MMBTU/MWh 

Dumped thermal energy  24541,5 MWht 

Annual fuel usage  6229430000 MWht 

Total fossil fuel usage by all plant subsystems 212393 MMBTU  

PPA price (year 1) 26,5000 cents$/kWh 

Levelized PPA price  21,9996 cents$/kWh 

Levelized cost  20,9876 cents$/kWh 

Initial cost 465190000 $ 

Debt percent (%) 62,7164 % 

Debt 291750368 $ 

Equity 173439504 $ 

Net capital cost 465189888 $ 

Installed cost per watt 9,3978 $/W 
Table 6: results of SAM for the Andasol plant. 

As we can observe in the table, the plant has been reached to produce 178209 GWh per year 

with a capacity factor of near 41,10%. Compared with the reported values from the NREL 

report (ref. [7]) of this facility (Annual energy 179103MWh – Capacity factor 41,50%), the 

differences between this values and the ones gave it by SAM, are 0.97% for the capacity factor 

and 0.5% for the energy produced. The losses in the conversion from thermal to electrical 

energy are approximately 6%. In addition, the thermal energy related to each area is shown in 

the next graph. 

 
Figure 9: Energy produced by each area or part of the plant. 
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As it can be observed in the graph, the energy dumped is relatively small in comparison with 

the thermal energy delivered to the turbine (blue line and purple line). However, the thermal 

energy produced by the solar field represents approximately the 60% of the total power 

incident energy over the area. 

Referred to the financial part, the total cost of the plant is 465189888 USD, and as we can 

observe in the next graph, the difference in the PPA price minus the levelized cost of electricity 

is showed and is approximately around 1.1 cents/kWh.  

 
Figure 10: Comparison between the levelized cost of electricity against the PPA price 

Considering the experimental data took it from the plant, the differences between this values 

and the ones resulted by SAM are in a range of 1.8% for the power purchase agreement (tariff 

rate). 

5. Conclusions 

The system advisor model software has result as an excellent choice when terms of design a 
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in a range of 1.8% of uncertainty.  On the other hand, for the solar tower power plant it cannot 

be conclude anything related to the accuracy of the programme due to the lack of 

consideration of the fossil backup system by SAM. 

The actual price of the electricity in Spain (around 0,17 cents$/kWh) gives a guidance of any 

plant’s profitability. Any facility that wants to make savings on this subject must produce the 
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plant this requirement is achieved. Nevertheless, this goal is not meet with the parabolic 

trough technology. 

The area used by the Andasol-1 plant to produce the total energy in one year, give us a 

relation for this concentrated power plant of 3000 m²/GWh. Comparing this value with other 

renewable energies as solar PV (5000 – 25000 m²/GWh), wind (140000 m²/GWh) and biomass 

(10000 – 20000 m²/GWh), consulted from reference [8], the relation area-energy produce of 

the parabolic concentrated solar plant Andasol-1 is a high increase on the optimization process 

for renewable energies. On the other hand, comparing with other sources of energy as nuclear 
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power plants where the relationship between area and energy produce is 0.16 m²/GWh (ref. 

[9]), it can be conclude that the parabolic trough solar concentrated plants are far away behind 

on reach a relation of area-energy as good as the nuclear power plants. 

With the parabolic trough technology, the capacity factor has reached to 42%, beating the 

others two main renewables: wind with 34% and hydropower with 38.9% (ref. [10]). 

Therefore, the solar concentrated power plant has converted in the best of the renewables in 

this aspect, with the exception on geothermal and biomass due to their lack of energy sources. 

Despite the fact that the version of SAM, on which the study cases was took placed, is not 

considered the fossil backup system inside its simulations for a solar tower power plant, the 

Gemasolar case has the highest capacity factor (64%) founded in a renewable energy plant 

overcome with great satisfaction the one of the parabolic trough plant mentioned before. 

Furthermore, this version of SAM has not allowed us to compare the results with any prove 

reference due to this miss on this parameter. 

In a solar tower power plant, the major cost by far is on the solar field (heliostat and receiver) 

approximately in 70-80%. Therefore, an improvement in these two areas will produce a high 

change on the plant. An additional recommendation falls on the optimization on the material 

for these two components in order to increase the attractiveness of the plant. 

Although knowing that the solar resource is not constant through time and the storage system 

is what makes the use of these fluctuations in a constant manner, the importance of the 

backup system falls when this resource cannot achieve to cope the output rated, which is in its 

lower power time periods. For this reason, it can be conclude that the backup system must be 

included in any solar power plant design. 

The difference between the power purchase agreement (PPA) and the levelized cost of 

electricity (LCOE) is what makes any project profitable.  Therefore, any design of a solar power 

plant will only be carried out when this difference is positive, meaning that the sale price is 

higher than the cost. 
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Chapter 3: Parametric Studies 

1. Introduction 

The solar power plant is a remarkable solution when it comes to deal with the demand of 

electricity and the supply of renewable energy instead of the one with fossil fuels. The main 

objective of the development efforts for the solar power plants is to reduce the cost of 

production as converting this type of plants more competitive with other alternatives. 

As the previous chapter has been hinted, the concentrated solar power plants depend on a 

great amount of parameters for its design and operation. The various factors which affect the 

performance of the plant and must be taken into consideration are 

• The causes for the irradiance to stay under the required threshold for operation (cover 

system losses and auxiliary energy requirements) being converted in inoperability 

either planned or unexpected reasons. 

• By technical and/or physical reasons, the limitations incurred such as 

o The use of only direct irradiation. 

o Optical, atmospheric or spillage losses. 

o Heat transfer energy (conduction, re-radiation and convection) losses at the 

collectors. 

o The heat dissipation on the storage system including the non-recoverable heat 

in the transport. 

o Losses in the collectors for not having the appropriately direction (azimuth 

angle) due to the equipment is fixed or just with one axis of tracking. 

o The losses in the power block that includes not only the thermodynamic 

losses, also the electromechanical ones. 

• The requirements for maintain the operation of the solar power plant during moments 

when the solar input is not available or inadequately, in terms of electricity and 

thermal. 

Analytical design tools have been developed to include these parameters in order to refine the 

conceptual design for any solar power plant. Considering that the relation cost-performance is 

the main objective in all parts of the plant to be optimized, quantifiable factors are used to 

compare different alternatives of design. The process to do this task involves three different 

stages: 

• Plant definition: defines and specifies the basic plant configuration and the design 

point.  

• Energy Collection Optimization:  the size of the solar field including the receiver-

collector assembly and the heat transfer fluid are determined for a given weather 

conditions with a levelized cost of electricity as objective function.  

• Energy Utilization Optimization: the selection of the optimal storage capacity, auxiliary 

energy input (if it is considered) and the power block (turbine-generator) with the 

objective of an optimal service output available when it is required over the lifetime. 
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In the next figure, it can be seen a list of the parameters with a major importance on the 

design in each of the three phases. In addition of the parameters required in the energy 

collection optimization, the factors related to performance and cost associated with the 

conversion of solar irradiation into thermal energy must be specified. 

 
Table 7: Major technical parameters affecting the solar power plants. [11] 

This conceptual design approach compares the factors of performance and cost among the 

different technical alternatives of a solar power plant and is in here where the importance to 

highlight of this methodology. Nevertheless, there are other important factors affecting the 

analysis which are not considered explicitly as: detailed operation and maintenance cost, plant 

lifetime, technical risk, plant availability and reliability among others. 

The optimization of a solar concentrated power plant can consist on the variation on a wide 

range of parameters. One important of them is the area in where the solar resource is 

collected. The optimal solar field should meet these three points: 

• Reduce at the minimum the costs related to operation and installation. 

• The fossil backup system and the thermal storage use must be efficiently in terms of 

cost and performance. 

• Increase to the maximum the time in where the field produces enough thermal energy 

to meet the rated capacity of the power block. 

The value of the solar multiple is a very important parameter when it is referred to the optimal 

solar field. The balance between a small solar area which reduce the installation and operation 

costs and a large area where the electricity generated is maximize, is included in the 

calculation of the optimal value for the solar multiple. However, when there is enough solar 

resource, a larger solar land will increase the electricity but also a too large area will produce 

more thermal energy that the components of the power block and others can handle.  

The increment of the solar field will produce an increase in the difference between the 

maximum energy obtained during the best times of solar resource and the lowest point when 

there is low energy. This breach can guide to a moment where the high amount of solar energy 

can be used with only the increase of the minimum point to operate the equipment. 
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Nevertheless, the high cost of operation and installation can overweight the advantage of 

producing more electricity when the solar field increases beyond a certain point. 

On the other hand, the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) can gives a measure to obtain the 

optimal solar field. Due to the fact that this parameter considers the amount of electricity 

generated by the system, the project installation cost and the operation and maintenance cost 

of the system over its life; finding the solar aperture area and the storage capacity that will 

leads to the lowest LCOE is a manner to optimize both values. This is the reason why the LCOE 

is a useful parameter to the optimization of the solar power plant. 

Here, we observed the importance of just only two parameters related to solar concentrated 

power plants. Consider one input (solar multiple) and one output (levelized cost of electricity) 

parameter is a manner to observe the influence of the raw data over the design, construction 

and operation of the plant and in what way affect it.  

In this third (3th) chapter, it can be described in detail the influence of several parameters on 

two types of solar concentrated power plants, its performance over it and if it’s the case, the 

optimal value for the study cases that will be used: Andasol-1 for parabolic trough technology 

and Gemasolar for power tower technology.. 

2. Solar Field Area & Storage System 

The storage system and also the fossil backup system are included in the solar power plant to 

cope with the fluctuations that the solar resource has during a period of time. Both systems 

can act as: 

• An output management tool: 

o To prolong operation after sunset 

o To save energy from lo revenue off peak hours for the high revenue peak 

demand hours 

o To help to an guarantee and constant output 

• An internal plant buffer: 

o Lightning out the fluctuation on the solar resource in order to obtain an steady 

operation cycle 

o For preheating equipment, security against freezing and blanketing steam 

production as the operation requires. 

The operation of any solar power plant seeing from the solar-thermal point of view can be 

explained with the next image (Fig. 11). In the first part, from the �e (sunrise) and �5 (receiver 

start up), the solar resource is not enough to start the receiver. During the �E, even with there 

is enough energy to start the receiver operation, it is not enough to drive the turbine. 

However, in the �F period the storage system is charged with the excess energy that the 

collector-receiver assembly produce and the charge utilization factor (fF).  

During the �> times, the difference to meet the required output of the power cycle is fulfilled 

with the stored energy with the discharge utilization factor (f>). Finally, from the �g (sunset) 

through �h the output electricity is powered using only the storage system. It should be noted 

that this operation explained is for any cloudless day. 
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Figure 11: Daily operation of a solar power plant [12] 

In this form is how a solar power plant operates and the turbine can have a gross output 

constant of �Fi. Therefore, the design can be at a constant rate rather than for a peak load 

(�jk). Over these two parameters is what the solar multiple can be determined using the next 

equation: 

() � �jk�Fi  

The next graph (Fig. 12) can demonstrate the differences on the power rate reachable for 

different values of solar multiple, considering two days of the year, the solstice of summer 

(June 21st) and winter (December 21st). 

 
Figure 12: Different operations of two days [12] 

Here lies one of the reasons for the use of a thermal storage system in a solar power plant, 

thus the attractiveness of this equipment falls in the shift on the production from low to high 

tariff periods, where the extra savings made the investment profitable. This is referred to the 

use of the excess of energy obtained at the period �F, in the period �>, which is the one of the 

highest demand of electricity. 

As it was mentioned before, the solar multiple is extremely related to the collector area, being 

the measure of the solar field regarding of the electricity output of the plant. But, this 

parameter involves more than just the land required.  

For the study of a plant design, the solar multiple indicates the land area required to collect 

energy; but this value alone does not represents the area required for the capacity of the 

power block; the storage system could affects the electricity output.  
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The parameters that define the storage system affect the electricity output of the plant which 

at the same time modifies the solar multiple required. If the heat store could have more or less 

hours for function at its rated capacity, it will increase or decrease the energy produced by the 

power block and will modify the fossil fuel in the backup system.  

Therefore, the solar multiple defines the field and receiver efficiency. Nevertheless, the cycle 

efficiency and the resulting system efficiency depend on the solar multiple and the storage 

capacity.  

It means that the balance between the solar multiple, the full load hours of the thermal energy 

storage (TES) and the fossil fill fraction must be done in order to obtain the best optimal point 

of operation for the solar power plant.  

Knowing already the consequences of selecting a too high or too low solar multiple, it has to 

be careful in the selection of each of one of these parameters: thermal energy storage and 

fossil fill fraction. In case of the thermal energy storage, if the value it is too high, there will be 

not enough energy to satisfy the capacity and the cost will be overrated. However, a value too 

low implies an excess of energy to be stored that could not be stored and be dumped. At the 

end, the addition of more hours to the capacity of the storage system will increase the cycle 

efficiency by reducing part load operation. Nevertheless, the parasitic losses growth for the 

charge and discharge of the storage diminish the net electrical output.  

On the other hand, a value too high in the fossil fill fraction will represent a high excessive use 

on the fuel to produce electricity making the solar energy being in a lower percentage on the 

total production of electricity and increase the greenhouse gas emissions. But in the case of a 

value too low, the plant will not produce constant electricity at its rated capacity during the 

whole time operation, specifically in the moments when the solar resource is at its lowest 

point where even with the fossil fuels is not meet the capacity rated of the power cycle. 

The direct normal irradiation is also another parameter that affects directly the solar field area 

and the thermal storage system, but because it is a parameter that is modified by the location 

of the analysis and not about the plant per se, will not be interest in this value at this point. 

Nevertheless, it is a parameter extremely attached to both areas of the plant and will modify 

directly the three parameters mentioned before, that is why should be considered as an 

external factor of this balance. 

2.1. Solar Multiple 

After it has been explained the definition of the solar multiple parameter and its importance in 

the solar power plant, with the help of the SAM software it can be observed in a practical form 

all these influences. Considering the two study cases of the last chapter: Andasol-1 and 

Gemasolar; with its information related to the plant design, the variation of this parameter can 

be seeing in the next two graphs (Fig. 13) for the first case in comparison with four results 

parameters: the capacity factor, the annual energy produce, the cost of producing electricity 

and the annual fuel usage. 
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Figure 13: Comparison of the different values of SM for Andasol-1 case 

As it can be observed in the last figure, the increase in the solar multiple will result in an 

increase in the capacity factor and the electricity output. Nevertheless, the variation on the 

amount of fuel used indicates that the increase on this parameter does not necessarily imply 

the decrease or increase directly of the fuel used. In fact, the amount of fuel used indicates 

when the plant is used at its best performance related to the renewable energy which is at the 

lowest point, in this case with a solar multiple of 3. A higher solar multiple indicates that the 

energy dumped is higher which is fulfil with the fossil energy. 

On the other hand, considering a solar tower power plant as is the case of Gemasolar, the 

programme shows the different results for a wide range of a solar multiple, as it can be seeing 

in the next two charts (Fig. 14). 

  
Figure 14: Comparison between different values of solar multiple for the Gemasolar study case 

There is an optimum solar multiple for this design as it can be observed in the last figure 

referred to the study case. For the exact same plant information (Gemasolar), the programme 

shows that with a solar multiple of 2,5, the highest capacity factor and annual electricity 

produced is reached. However, the highest cost of the plant is achieved at this point.  
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With this, it demonstrates that the variation on the solar multiple which imply a change in the 

solar field, affects directly in the efficiency of the plant and its production. It is worthy to 

remember that the programme find the best relation of a solar multiple with the production 

for a specific aperture area and a direct normal irradiation but not for the fossil fill fraction and 

full load hours of TES. 

2.2. Capacity of the Storage System (hours) 

Referred to the literature in the last chapter, the storage system could be compound by a heat 

exchanger, in the case of an indirect system. Although, both study cases (Andasol-1 and 

Gemasolar) have a two-tank as a part of it. 

In the case of Gemasolar, the heat-transfer fluid is the same as the one used for the thermal 

storage. The fluid flows through the solar collector from the low-temperature tank, where it is 

heated to a high temperature and then pumped into the high-temperature tank. After, the 

fluid is pumped out from the hot tank through a heat exchanger where it generates steam for 

electricity production to then return to the cold tank at a low temperature. 

On the other hand, the case of Andasol-1 uses two different fluids, one (oil) acting as a heat 

transfer medium and the other (molten salt) as a storage fluid. The molten salt from the low-

temperature tank is pumped out to an extra heat exchanger where it is heated by the oil when 

it is at its high temperature. After this, is pumped to the high-temperature storage tank and 

the oil exits the heat exchanger at a low temperature and returns to the solar collector where 

it is heated back to a high temperature. 

Through the absorber tubes, the oil is passed to heat up in order to transfer thermal energy 

from the tubes to the molten salt in the heat exchanger. This salt comes from the cold tank 

and then stored in the hot one at roughly 390˚C. During the night, when there is no solar 

irradiation, the hot salt is pumped to the steam generator (or the heat exchanger respectively) 

and then is returned back in the cold tank at 290 ˚C.  

The molten salt from the high-temperature tank is used in another heat exchanger to generate 

steam in the power block, and after that is return to the low-temperature tank. It happens 

equals as the central tower receiver technology. 

The indirect system in a parabolic trough solar power plant has the disadvantages of having 

the requirement of large amounts of salt (2,75 times more than in the direct system for a solar 

tower power plant), leading to an additional investment cost (requires an extra heat 

exchanger) and in lower steam temperatures own to the gradient of the temperature between 

the oil and the molten salt, thus a reduced in the thermal efficiency. At the end the cost is 4 to 

5 times more than the one in a direct system for a solar tower power plant.  

Getting in knowledge the operation of the two type of storage system presented in the study 

cases, one method to observe the influence of this part over the whole solar power plant is 

varying the capacity of its thermal storage and comparing with the efficiency of the plant and 

its production. Taking the two study cases as models to study, this analysis can be done. 
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The indirect system of the parabolic trough case (Andasol-1) can be seeing in the next two 

graphs (Fig. 15) with the use of the total electricity produce annually, the capacity factor, the 

annual fuel consumed  and the cost of the energy output.  

  
Figure 15: Comparison for different values of the storage capacity for the Andasol-1 plant 

As the time to store the energy increases, the electricity produce and the efficiency in its 

production increases considerably until the 14-15 hour, in which they reach a region where no 

matters if the storage capacity keeps rising, both values will not vary significantly; therefore 

these changes can be assumed as negligible. 

Referred to the financial results, the lowest cost of electricity is founded between the 4 and 5 

hours of the storage capacity. However, the considerably change of this value respect with the 

variation of the time for the energy stored is not presented until the 14-15 hour indicating a 

wide range of storage capacity where this plant can operate with a low cost of the electrical 

energy output. Therefore, the amount of fuel presented is the operation time of the backup 

system, where in the graph shows a good area to design the operation of the plant: low cost of 

electricity and low amount of gas used. 

The results when there is no capacity of store energy is worthy to highlight, in which the 

lowest point for the annual production of energy and the efficiency is obtained. With these 

values the importance of the storage system for a plant in of this type (parabolic trough) can 

be quantified in the increase on these two parameters and confirming the theoretical 

assumption on the main importance of this part for the whole plant. 

  
Figure 16: Comparison for different values of the storage capacity for the Gemasolar plant. 
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On the other hand, the results of varying the capacity of the storage system for the Gemasolar 

study case are presented in the last graph (Fig. 16), where it is evaluated by four parameters: 

electricity produce, capacity factor, cost of the plant and the electricity. 

It can be observed in the last chart (Fig. 16), the electricity output and the capacity factor 

increased considerably until the 14-15 hours of storage capacity when the increment is too low 

that can be assumed negligible for the rest of the rising over the time. In addition, this change 

in the variation gives a hint on the optimal design point for the solar plant. 

The fact that the cost of the plant increases with the rise of the capacity of the storage, 

confirms that if the stored energy is designed for a too long period of time, the cost of it will be 

too high. Furthermore, the decrease of the cost of electricity is going hand to hand together 

with this increment on the thermal energy stored capacity. 

One thing to highlight from the variation on the cost of the plant is the low efficiency and 

production when there is no storage system, which indicates the real importance of this part 

over the entire solar power plant. Moreover, the highest cost of the electricity obtained at this 

point (Hour: 0) confirms this influence. Nevertheless, it is very important to remark that the 

fossil fill factor, which is not taking into account by this version of the SAM software, will affect 

these results through the backup system, where all the energy that is not supplied by the 

storage system, will be given by the backup system. 

In general, the working point operation can be seeing when these two parameters (solar 

multiple & storage capacity) makes a relation with the efficiency and production output. For 

the Andasol-1 case, the next graphs (Fig. 17 & 18) shows these relationships in a wide range 

for the two factors already mentioned. 

  
Figure 17: Comparison on the energy produce and the capacity factor with the different solar multiple and storage capacity values 

for the Andasol-1 plant.  

In the last and next graphs (Fig. 17 & 18), it can be observed not only the importance of the 

storage system in a power plant, also give a guidance with a good accuracy of the best design 

operation point of the plant referred to the best solar field area and capacity of the thermal 
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accumulation. At a storage capacity of 14-15 hours with a solar multiple of 3.5-5, the case of 

Andasol-1 can found the best optimal operation point where is included: the lowest cost of 

electricity, the highest capacity factor (efficiency of the plant) and the smallest amount of fossil 

fuel with the maximum energy output possible. 

 
Figure 18: Comparison on the fuel used and the cost of electricity with the different solar multiple and storage capacity values for 

the Andasol-1 plant.  

On the other hand, the Gemasolar study case is presented in the next charts (Fig. 19 & 20) 

where can be observed the importance of these two parameters for a solar tower power plant. 

  
Figure 19: Comparison between capacity factor and electricity produced with a range values of solar multiple and storage capacity 

for the Gemasolar case. 

 
Figure 20: Comparison on the cost of electricity over wide range values of solar multiple and storage capacity for Gemasolar plant. 
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The lack of the storage system presents the lowest production of energy and efficiency 

(capacity factor) in the Gemasolar study case, indicating a similar behaviour as the other study 

case Andasol-1. In addition, the optimal point is located at a storage capacity of 14-16 hours 

with a solar multiple of 2,5-3,5 where the highest capacity factor and electricity is produced at 

the lowest cost. 

3. Scale: 

As it already has been verified the efficiency of the solar power plants using two main 

examples and studied, now it is the time to increase their capacity to produce more electricity 

to evaluated and observed its perfomance. In order to accomplish this, the capacity of the 

power block of the plants Andasol-1 and Gemasolar will be rise to its double or even its triple 

value.  

3.1. Parabolic Trough (Andasol-1 Plant) 

The Andasol-1 case has been variated until the 210 MW and the results of this shift can be 

seeing in the next graphs (Fig. 21). The variation is compared with four parameters that the 

software SAM have as results of its simulation. 

  
Figure 21: Comparison of the different capacity of the power cycle for the Andasol-1 plant. 

As we can observed from the results, the increase on the output capacity will result in a less 

efficiency of the plant, as the capacity factor indicates. Therefore, the cost of producing the 

electricity will rise considerably along as the fuel used also too. It should be remarked that this 

evaluation took into account the solar field area for the base Andasol-1 plant case (Aperture 

area= 510120 m²). 

Also, this test only shows the availability of the plant to produce more energy with only the 

increase of its power cycle size. Nevertheless, the simulation does not consider other change 

over the other areas of the plant as the storage system, solar field or fossil backup. Therefore, 

a more detail study will include the optimization related at the solar field and the storage 

system, which can be done varying two parameters (solar multiple and storage capacity) as it 

has been already done in part 2.2. The results obtained from the SAM software of this model 

(Andasol-1) at a rated capacity of 100 MW can be seen in the next charts (Fig. 22). 
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Figure 22: Comparison between different values of solar multiple and storage capacity for the Andasol-1 case at a power cycle 

capacity of 100 MW. 

From this last simulation, there is no difference between this and the base case for a 50 MW 

done in the point 2.2 of this report. Clearly, the increase of the power cycle capacity up to 100 

MW indicates that the original design parameters used for the Andasol-1 plant is not the 

optimal for this rated output.  

3.2. Tower Receiver (Gemasolar Plant) 

The solar tower power plant is another type of convert solar energy into electricity. The study 

case Gemasolar plant is one example of this conversion. Using this with its design parameters, 

the increase in the rated capacity can be seeing in the next graph (Fig. 23) taking the capacity 

factor (efficiency of the plant) and the electricity produce as evaluation of this influence. 

 
Figure 23: Comparison between the different capacity output for the Gemasolar plant 

Nevertheless, when it is related to a solar tower power plant, the increase in only the design 

output of the turbine will not demonstrate entirely if this case can be variated in the size in a 

physical and high precise way. 

For make an accuracy investigation, it is demanded the consideration on the relation solar field 

area - output of the plant that the study case has. As it can be seeing in the last chart (Fig. 23), 

the increase only in this parameter does not indicates a better performance of the plant, 
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however, makes the plant less renewable when the fuel use is increased. Therefore, when the 

capacity of the power cycle is increased, the energy production from the solar resource must 

be increase. This leads to a better understanding of how this solar plant operates.  

In order to meet a correct operation, the SAM programme finds the optimal size of the solar 

field using the software SolarPilot™ as it has been explained in the chapter 2. Taking advantage 

of this tool, it can be evaluated different sizes of the plant with their appropriately collector 

area in order to accomplish a solar power facility with the highest electricity produce possible 

with the less possible use of the backup system.  

Capacity Output [MW] 19,9 30 50 70 100 150 200 

Annual Electricity [kWhe] 9,77E+07 1,30E+08 2,21E+08 3,08E+08 3,14E+08 6,71E+08 8,89E+08 

Capacity factor [%] 64,02 56,39 57,60 53,50 40,95 58,32 57,98 

Gross to Net Conversion Factor [%] 91,43 91,31 90,93 90,49 89,88 89,88 88,91 

Tower height [m] 140 134,80 151,56 164,81 175,13 253,92 328,12 

Receiver height [m] 14,22 15,42 16,57 17,68 18,36 20,05 21,57 

Solar Field Area [m²] 305401 395178 677529 972328 1035940 2240610 2960320 

Levelized cost [$cents/kWh] 12,52 12,69 12,15 12,57 14,79 12,46 12,94 

Total land area [acre] 482,70 804,50 1380,93 1997,28 2077,95 4521,14 5364,82 

nº of heliostats 2650 3429 5879 8437 8989 19442 25687 

Table 7: Comparison between the different capacity output with its optimal solar land area for the Gemasolar case. 

As it can be observe in the table 7, the relation between the solar field-energy produce is a 

parameter that keeps constant during each size of the plant. Which indicates that is a factor to 

be considered if the plant will be design for a large capacity. 

4. Different Locations 

Considering the non-constant and fluctuating solar resource, one of the most important 

parameters is the design point irradiation. In the start of the design for a solar power plant, 

this value must be specified, as the same happens with the output power capacity. The direct 

normal irradiation comes defined by this value in the design, which only could be modified by 

changing the weather conditions for the plant. Therefore, the location of the plant has been a 

major factor for the operation of the plant. 

The available data of the local insolation condition is highly important in order to assure the 

solar resource availability. The global irradiance measurements have been performed among a 

large quantity of years in most of the regions. However, the direct normal irradiance has been 

not carried out, only in few locations due to it lacks of importance years ago causing an 

overestimation in this value and in the design. Here lies the relevance of reliable long-term 

local irradiation information. Nevertheless, in the design of the solar power plant by the use of 

SAM software, the design DNI is defined by the value of the direct normal irradiation at 10 am 

or at noon at equinox (March 20th). 

The weather file is very extensive in which the global irradiance has been found for several 

areas. The change of the location will influence on the operation of the solar plant. Therefore, 

considering different countries it can be seeing the importance on the direct normal irradiation 

over the efficiency and working conditions of the facilities. In the next image (Fig. 24), can be 

observed the averaged solar radiation for the whole world, highlighting with the red color, the 

places with the highest global solar irradiance (solar resource). 
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Figure 24: Map of average annual solar radiation for the world [13] 

Taking into account the two study cases that are explained in the part 3 of the chapter 2, it can 

be analysed the possibility of using the same plant design in other locations in order to observe 

its development and performance over the time. In order to accomplish this evaluation, it has 

been considered 5 different countries around the world which are: Australia, Chile, China, 

Egypt & Venezuela.  

Locations 
Granada, 

Spain 

Port Hedland, 

Australia 

Antafogasta, 

Chile 

Lhasa, 

China 

Aswan, 

Egypt 

Caracas, 

Venezuela 

Design DNI [W/m²] 700 700 700 700 700 700 

Annual Electricity [kWh] 1,782E+08 2,654E+08 2,022E+08 1,550E+08 2,527E+08 1,270E+08 

Capacity factor [%] 41,10 61,21 46,62 35,74 58,28 29,29 

Annual fuel usage [kWht] 6,229E+07 7,479E+07 5,351E+07 7,181E+07 7,545E+07 6,871E+07 

Levelized cost [$ cents/kWh] 20,99 14,30 18,44 24,23 15,01 29,44 

Table 8: Different variations of the location for the Andasol-1 plant model 

In the tables 8 and 9 are presented the results of the SAM simulations for the Andasol-1 and 

Gemasolar plant model respectively, evaluated at the 5 countries. Considering the same design 

irradiation in both studies, the variation of the location will affect directly the efficiency of the 

plant. In the parabolic trough case, change to a location with higher average irradiation as it 

happens with Australia, Chile and Egypt will have higher capacity factor and a lower cost of 

electricity. However, with China and Venezuela it happens the opposite, resulting in a lower 

energy production annually. In fact, the shift on the place could increase the performance of 

the facility in up to 1.5 times its original value. This gives a hint on the importance of the solar 

resource in any solar power plant design.  

On the other hand, the results expected on the case of Gemasolar are not so much diverse in 

comparison with the Andasol-1 case. It presents a similar behaviour respect the different 

locations, where the changes on the place could increase the efficiency of the plant in 50% 
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which happens with Australia. Nevertheless, when the solar resource is low (lower average 

direct normal irradiation) the efficiency and the electricity produce is lower, thus the cost of 

the energy is higher, as it happens in cities as Lhasa (China) and Caracas (Venezuela). 

Location 

Sevilla, 

Spain 

Port Hedland, 

Australia 

Antafogasta, 

Chile 

Lhasa, 

China 

Aswan, 

Egypt 

Caracas, 

Venezuela 

Design DNI [W/m²] 800 800 800 800 800 800 

Annual Electricity [kWhe] 9,18E+07 1,31E+08 9,74E+07 7,60E+07 1,30E+08 5,12E+07 

Capacity factor [%] 60 86,04 64 50 85 34 

Levelized cost [$ cents/kWh] 13 9,42 13 16 10 24 

Total land area [acre] 483 482,70 483 483 483 483 

Table 9: Different variations of the location for the Gemasolar plant model 

The SolarPilot™ tool from SAM software leave a variation on the tower receiver case when it 

performs the algorithm to find the best relation for an optimal solar field. Taking advantage 

from this and in order to evaluate more accurate the case, the Gemasolar one is tested with 

different design solar irradiation for the following three locations: Port Hedland (Australia), 

Antafogasta (Chile) and Aswan (Egypt). The requirement of the program to accomplish the 

best simulation is use as input parameter of the design DNI, the maximum value of the 

irradiance for this location at noon on the equinox. Therefore, the considerably increase for 

the Australia, Chile and Egypt case on the capacity factor realise that a higher value for this 

solar factor should be required to get a more precise design. These variations are presented in 

the next tables (Table 10, 11 & 12).  

Locations Port Hedland, Australia 

Design DNI [W/m²] 800 900 1000 1100 

Annual Electricity [kWhe] 1,312E+08 1,425E+08 1,430E+08 1,434E+08 

Capacity factor [%] 86,04 93,42 93,74 94,00 

Levelized cost [$ cents/kWh] 9,42 8,68 8,64 8,61 

Total land area [acre] 482,70 422,28 381,24 352,98 

Table 10: Comparison between the different values of the design irradiance for the location Port Hedland, Australia 

In the first case evaluated (Port Hedland, Australia) shows that the optimal design point is 

obtained with a direct normal irradiance of 900 W/m², where the capacity factor reaches up to 

94%. Furthermore, the results demonstrate that to accomplish this value the total land area of 

the facility is reduce, which increase the attractiveness of this optimization.  

Locations Antafogasta, Chile 

Design DNI [W/m²] 800 900 1000 1100 

Annual Electricity [kWhe] 9,736E+07 1,097E+08 1,105E+08 1,113E+08 

Capacity factor [%] 63,83 71,92 72,47 72,93 

Levelized cost [$ cents/kWh] 12,56 11,16 11,06 10,98 

Total land area [acre] 482,70 425,44 385,80 357,86 

Table 11: Comparison between the different values of the design irradiance for the location Antafagosta, Chile 

On the other hand, the results for the other 2 cases (Antafogasta & Aswan) are very similar to 

the ones obtained for the Port Hedland case, where they reach a capacity factor of 72% and 

87% respectively. 

Locations Aswan, Egypt 

Design DNI [W/m²] 800 900 1000 1100 

Annual Electricity [kWhe] 1,295E+08 1,313E+08 1,319E+08 1,331E+08 

Capacity factor [%] 84,91 86,11 86,50 87,29 

Levelized cost [$ cents/kWh] 9,54 9,39 9,33 9,27 

Total land area [acre] 482,70 417,04 377,98 440,92 

Table 12: Comparison between the different values of the design irradiance for the location Aswan, Egypt 
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In the Aswan case, it can be confirm that for any different solar plant, it is required a different 

configuration and design parameters, leading to always a unique case where it will be different 

from another facility. The results obtained at a 1000 W/m² as a design DNI (which is not the 

highest value) give the lowest area required for the facility.  

5. Conclusions 

The optimal solar plant is far away of using too much time the backup system in order to avoid 

that the plant will become a common thermal power plant (based on fossil fuel). Therefore, 

the efficiency of the plant it is related to perform a good balance which implies a high use of 

solar resource with the lowest use of the backup system to achieve a constant power output 

rated. 

A bad design approach will be with a high use of the backup system, in terms of higher than 

15% of the total time. One objective for any solar power plant is to maximize the production of 

electricity based on the solar resource. One thing to avoid is a hybrid plant (solar-fossil fuel), 

otherwise the idea of being a renewable plant will be gone. The design should stick to the fact 

that the backup system based on fossil fuels should remain up to the point that being the only 

main function is to supply the require heat to maintain the power cycle working when for 

some unpredicted reason, the solar resource do not cover the rated output even with the 

storage system. 

The variation of the solar multiple and the storage system capacity is a good way to evaluate 

the plant design in order to obtain the optimal performance of the facility. From the analysis, it 

can be concluded that the Andasol-1 solar power plant is not operating at its optimal point; 

when, however, the Gemasolar is. The Andasol plant should be design to work with a storage 

capacity of 15 hours and a solar multiple of 3.5 to achieve the best performance. 

The storage system is in charge on shift the excess of energy from the period of high resource 

to the one of high demand. Its influence can be quantified when an increment on the 

produced energy is up to its double value compared when there is a lack of thermal energy 

accumulation. Also, the quantification of the influence can be seeing on the reduction of the 

output energy cost into the half. At the end, the availability of store thermal energy is what 

makes the solar plant competitive against other types of energy conversion when the 

fluctuation of the solar resource is transformed in a constant rate during the whole period of 

time. 

The solar multiple is the parameter that affects the performance of the plant, as it can be 

seeing in the analysis. Nevertheless, its variation cannot take into account in a lonely manner 

to optimize the solar power plant. It can be conclude that although the solar multiple can vary 

the efficiency of the whole plant and the output electricity, the field and receiver efficiency will 

depend only on this parameter. 

The location of the plant is one of the most important parts of the plant, for not saying the 

most one. The weather through the solar irradiance is where the solar resource is founded. An 

increase on the reserve leads to a better performance of the plant and a higher electricity 

production. Nevertheless, it is important to remark that countries with low levelized cost of 
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electricity (LCOE) also have lower cost of life, which will reduce the finance use in these study 

cases and resulting in an actual reduce LCOE that it has been calculated. 

The change of the location for a solar plant will leads to a difference in any of its parameters in 

order to obtain the best performance of the facility. Therefore, there is no possible of having 

two plants in different locations where their performances are the same. Each plant has its 

optimal and unique configuration design. 

The proportion total land area-energy produce (kWh/m²) is a parameter that keeps almost 

constant through any design of the solar power plant. Any optimization related to the 

performance will leads always to a reduction of this value. In addition, the decrease of this 

factor is very tight with the increase on the size of the facility. 

It should be remarked that the losses presented in the several stages were only considered by 

the base cases. As an improvement of this analysis, these losses should be considered in detail 

for each simulation of the differents sizes, solar multiples, storage capacities and locations. As 

a prospect and future analysis, this recommendation must be considered. 
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Chapter 4: Analysis of the Thermal Energy Storage (TES) 

1. Introduction 

The previous chapters have shown the big importance that the storage system has over the 

concentrated solar power plants to be an optimal renewable plant. In either technology, 

parabolic trough or tower receiver, the role of it is fundamental for the best performance and 

operation of the solar plant. In fact, the working conditions of the facility depend greatly on 

how this system is designed.  

A design made to converts all the solar resource into electricity is what is called a peak load 

design condition. This type has the main function of all the energy that come from the sun, 

converted into electricity as it arrives, despite the amount of it.  

On the other hand, when the idea is to produce a certain amount of electricity all the time, the 

design is called base load condition. In this type of design, the major goal is to achieve the 

rated output through the entire time despite the fluctuations and variations that the solar 

resource has. For both study cases analysed through the latest chapters, they are made base 

on this type of design, where they delivers an constant output, 20MW for Gemasolar and 

50MW for Andasol-1. 

In this chapter, it will be performed a heat accumulation analysis over the storage system of a 

concentrated solar power plant using a numerical methodology. The evaluation is going to be 

over one example of this kind of renewable energy, nevertheless, the storage system is similar 

between other existing plants with different technologies.  

2. 1-Node analysis of the Tank 

The storage system operates with 2 tanks, one hot and other cold, to store energy through the 

molten salts which is a fluid made based in water with a mixture of sodium nitrate in 60% and 

the 40% left with potassium nitrate.  

The analysis is going to be only for the hot tank. The operation of this equipment is quite 

simple; it collects the molten salt from the receiver at a high temperature, while the solar 

energy cannot reach the capacity rated of the power block. When this point is reached, this 

fluid is pumped to the power block to full fill the output rated until there is no more thermal 

energy to be sent to the power block, giving as an obvious comment that the fluid from the 

receivers eventually stops when the solar resource has gone. Therefore, there are three 

processes for this equipment: the charge up to the rated output is reached, the part where the 

fluid is pumped to the power block until the fluid from collectors has been stop (nothing solar 

resource) and the discharge of the remain hot fluid up to the minimum allowed by the tank. 

The two study cases that have been analysed in the last two chapters have an exact operation 

for the hot tank in the storage system. Although the parabolic trough case (Andasol-1 plant) 

use an oil to transport the heat from the collector to the molten salt, the analysis will consider 

that for the entrance of the fluid to the hot tank has the temperature reached in the collectors 

(an ideal heat exchanger between the oil and molten salt with 100% efficiency). 
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The focus on this analysis is on the hot tank of the TES system, which receives the fluid (molten 

salt) from the heat exchanger and sent it back when the solar resource is not reaching the 

output rated. 

 
Figure 25: Scheme of the tank 

In terms of mass and energy, the last image (Fig. 25) shows the analysis over the fluid inside 

the hot tank where it can be observed that the control volume of the fluid will vary with the 

inlet or outlet mass flow. The mass conservation equation applied on the hot tank considering 

the last image (Fig. 25), is the following: 

�
�� l A�

m3n4
+ l A3+o 1 +op4 ∙ �ro�(

s3n4
� 0          314 

Considering the next assumptions: 

• Static open system (+op = 0) 

• Surface of the control volume is fixed through time. 

The equation of mass conservation will be modified to the following one 

��� l A�
m3n4

− .= Ht + .= huv = 0          324 

Considering a small period of time in which it can be evaluated the variation of the volume 

through this period, the equation (2) it is modified to see how this variation happens 

A�vw∆v��vw∆v� − A�v��v�∆� − .= Ht + .= huv = 0          334 

min mout

Qlossbottom

Qlosswall

Qlosstop

Qlosswall

H(t)
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Knowing that the volume of the fluid inside the tank if define by  � z2-5 4⁄ , the mass 

conservation will be 

{|}~���
� ��}w∆}���}w∆}� − ��}���}�∆} − �= �� + �= ��} = �          3�4 

�vw∆v� = z-v�t� 5
4 2�vw∆v�            ;              �v� = z-v�t� 5

4 2�v� 
On the other hand, the energy conservation can also be applied to the molten salt inside the 

tank. The basic form of the equation that represents this balance is: 

��� l3� + �F4A�
m3n4

+ l3� + �F4A3+o − +op4 ∙ �ro�(
s3n4

= − l <o
s3n4

∙ �ro�( + l +o ∙ *o3tro4�(
s3n4

+ l +o ∙  oA�
m3n4

 364 

Taking into account the following considerations: 

• Static open system (+op = 0) 

• Surface of the control volume is fixed through time. 

• No viscous forces presented due to the fluid is molten salt (mostly water)  

• There is no work done inside the tank 

• The heat exchange presented in the tank is the losses through the walls (top and 

bottom included) 

• Depending on the process the flow stream presented must be check in their sign 

(direction of the flow: entering or exits the tank) 

• Potential and kinetic energy are considered neglected 

��� l �A�
m

+ l ℎA+o ∙ �ro�(
s

= − l <o
s

∙ �ro�(          374 

The first term of the last equation refers to the energy change of the fluid (molten salt) inside 

the tank. For this part, it is considered a small period of time in which the variation of the 

internal energy can be evaluated, similar to the volume in the mass conservation equation. 

��� l �A�
m

= A�vw∆v���vw∆v��vw∆v� − A�v���v��v�∆�           384 

The second term of the equation (7) considers the energy effects of the fluxes that going in or 

out of the tank. Taking into account that for this case there are only two flows, the term is 

determined in this manner 

l ℎA+o ∙ �ro�(
s

= .= huv�vw∆v�ℎhuv�vw∆v� − .= Ht�vw∆v�ℎHt�vw∆v�          394 

The relation between the enthalpy and the internal energy is presented by the next equation 

� = ℎ − � A⁄          3104 
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Introducing the last equation in the first term of the equation (7) through the equation (8), the 

energy balance equation (eq. 7) will be modified in this manner 

A�vw∆v�%�vw∆v��vw∆v� 1 A�v�%�v��v�
∆� 1 ��vw∆v��vw∆v� 1 ��v��v�

∆� +.= huv�vw∆v�%huv�vw∆v� 1.= Ht�vw∆v�%Ht�vw∆v�

� 1l <o
s

∙ �ro�(      3114 

Making an algebraic conversion, the equation (11) minus the equation (3) multiplied by the 

enthalpy at the time step � + ∆�, the energy balance is modify in this way 

3114 − ℎ�vw∆v�334 

�A�vw∆v�ℎ�vw∆v��vw∆v� − A�v�ℎ�v��v�∆� − ��vw∆v��vw∆v� − ��v��v�
∆� + .= huv�vw∆v�ℎhuv�vw∆v� − .= Ht�vw∆v�ℎHt�vw∆v��

− �A�vw∆v��vw∆v� − A�v��v�
∆� − .= Ht + .= huv� ℎ�vw∆v� = − l <o

s
∙ �ro�(      3124 

Doing the appropriately arrangements to the equation (12),  

A�v��v� ℎ�vw∆v� − ℎ�v�∆� − ��vw∆v��vw∆v� − ��v��v�
∆� + .= huv�vw∆v��ℎhuv �vw∆v� − ℎ�vw∆v��

− .= Ht�vw∆v��ℎHt�vw∆v� − ℎ�vw∆v�� = − l <o
s

∙ �ro�(      3134 

Finally, the last term of the energy conservation equation (eq. 7) is referred to the heat loss 

over the control volume  

− l <o
s

∙ �ro�( = −�=phvvh� − �=��CC@ − �=vhG�CuH>  

As it can be observed in the last equation, the heat loss of the molten salt can be divided in 

three parts: 

• Heat loss trough the lateral wall (�=��CC@4: considering the different materials of the 

wall, it can be assumed an average heat transfer coefficient which will determine the 

amount of energy lost. In addition, the variation of the height will influence in the heat 

transfer surface of the wall in a small amount which can be neglected. This amount of 

heat can be determined by this manner: 

�=��CC@ = l ����CC�	��CuH> − 	��CC��(
s

= ����CC �	��CuH> �vw∆v� − 	��CC� z-v�t�2�vw∆v�        3144 

• Heat loss through the bottom (�=phvvh�): similar to the walls, in the bottom is applied a 

mean heat transfer coefficient where it is considered the influence of the bottom 

materials over the energy lost. The surface is constant through the time and is the area 

of a circle.  
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�=phvvh� � l ��phvvh��	��CuH> 1 	phvvh���(
s

� ��phvvh� �	��CuH>�vw∆v� 1 	phvvh�� z-v�t�
5

4   3154 

• Heat loss through the top surface of the fluid (�=vhG�CuH>): as it already knows, the 

operation of the tank implies that it will never be totally full all the time, it will contain 

a space without fluid. This loss is referred to the energy transferred to this empty 

space. It considers the heat loss transfer by convection and radiation with the top and 

the wall without being in contact with the molten salts. In this case, the surface is the 

top of the fluid which is constant and is the area of the circle with the diameter equal 

to the tank one. 

�=vhG�CuH> = l ���vhG�CuH> �	��CuH> �vw∆v� − 	��� +  =�CuH> −  =�CuH>¡ �(
s

= ���vhG�CuH> �	��CuH> �vw∆v� − 	��� +  =�CuH> −  =�CuH>¡ z-v�t�5
4       3164 

Having found how to determine of the three terms of the energy conservation equation, and 

put in together the equation will remain as it follows 
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m
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s
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s
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In the both main equations, energy and mass conservation, there are several considerations in 

order to modify and put the equation in a simple way to obtain the results need it. 

2.1 Internal Energy and Enthalpy 

In the energy conservation equation, the variables of enthalpy referred to the molten salts are 

into this equation. These factors can be related to the temperature of the fluid through the 

specific heat. 

∆ℎ = �G∆	 

The values of the specific heat at constant pressure (�G) are constant, when it is considered 

over a liquid, as this case. 

ℎ�vw∆v� − ℎ�v� = �G�	�CuH>�vw∆v� − 	�CuH>�v� � 

ℎhuv�vw∆v� − ℎ�vw∆v� = �G�	huv�vw∆v� − 	�CuH>�vw∆v�� 
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%Ht�vw∆v� 1 %�vw∆v� � �G�	Ht�vw∆v� 1 	�CuH>�vw∆v�� 

Considering that the fluid exiting the tank is at the same temperature as the one that the fluid 

inside has, the difference between 	huv�vw∆v� 1 	�CuH>�vw∆v� is zero. Therefore, the energy exiting is not 

considered inside the main equation. 

2.2 Fluid (Molten Salt) 

In both main equation (mass and energy) are involved several thermophysical properties of 

the fluid. One of them is the specific heat, which considers for its calculation the correlation 

founded in SAM NREL with Zavoico, Tufeu & Janz expression (ref. [14]) for a wide range of 

temperature. 

(��!�*�! ℎ��� �* �ℎ� *����:  �G´ = 1396,044 + 0,172	   �  ¶ ∙ ¶⁄ � 

Other property involve is the density of the fluid, which for its determination is considered the 

Nissen expression, took it from SAM NREL (ref. [14]) where it depends on the temperature. 

AHt = At = 2263,641 − 0,636	    �# /.¸�    
The viscosity of the molten salt is determined by the Nissen correlation, from the SAM NREL 

(ref. [14]) depending on the temperature 

¹�CuH> = 0,07543937 − 2,77 × 10º»	 + 3,49 × 10º¼	5 − 1,47 × 10ºe½	¸     ��� ∙ �� 
The thermal conductivity of the molten salt is obtained by the Rao-Turnbull estimation, given 

by the SAM NREL (ref. [14]) and its value is the following. 

¾�CuH> = 0,48 �$ . ∙ ¶⁄ � 
One last property required for the calculations is the thermal volumetric expansion coefficient 

of the molten salt, which is determine by the following equation obtained from the Handbook 

of Chemical Compound (ref. [15]). 

¿ = − 1	 �A�	 = − 1	 �32263,641 − 0,636	4�	 = − 1	 3−0,6364 = 0,636	     �¶ºe� 
For all these thermophysical properties related to the molten salt (internal fluid in the storage 

tank) will be evaluated at an absolute temperature, which implies that the temperature to be 

evaluated is at Kelvin not Celsius degrees. 

2.3 Radiation 

In the assumption of the heat loss over the top surface of the fluid, the method of how this 

energy transfers is by radiation and convection means. In terms of radiation, the use of the 

radiant energy methodology through the view factors is taken into account for the calculation 

of the radiation heat flux. The next figure shows a scheme of this situation. From the next 

image (Fig. 26), it can be seeing that there are 2 surfaces, in which the next formula will be 

used for each surface where it can be calculate the irradiation and the radiant energy for each 

one. 
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 � � À�Á	�» + 31 − À�4 =�          3184 
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t
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     6ℎ��� � = 1, 2 … . . �ℎ� ���*�!��          3194 

 
Figure 26: Scheme of the irradiation transfer at the top of the fluid surface 

Using this methodology for the three surfaces (the subtitle k indicates the surface), the view 

factors are the first step to determine the irradiation. 

The view factor of the surface 1 respect of the same surface is zero (�ee = 0), owing to the fact 

that all the radiation that this surface emits, does not receive any of this energy. Based on the 

same foundation, when all the radiation emitted by one surface is absorbed by the other, the 

view factor is equal to the unity (�e5 = 1).  

Å�ee �e5�5e �55Æ = Å 0 1�5e �55Æ 

Based on the reciprocity theorem, it can be obtain the view factor of the surface 2 (internal 

wall tank) in this way 


e�e5 = 
5�5e → �5e = 
e
5 �e5 = z-v�t�5 4⁄z-v�t�54 + z-v�t�32vhv�C − 2�vw∆v�4 = -v�t�432vhv�C − 2�vw∆v�4 + -v�t� 

(��*�!� �* �ℎ� *����: 
e = z-v�t�5 4⁄  

(��*�!� �* �ℎ� �������� 6��� ���#: 
5 = z-v�t�5
4 + z-v�t��2vhv�C − 2�vw∆v�� 

Finally, based on the same fact used for the view factor of the surface 1 (fluid), the addition of 

the view factors of the surface 2 is equal to the unity. Therefore, the last view factor is 

�e5 + �55 = 1 → �55 = 1 − �e5 = 1 − -v�t�432vhv�C − 2�vw∆v�4 + -v�t� = �2vhv�C − 2�vw∆v��2vhv�C − 2�vw∆v� + -v�t� 4⁄  

Å�ee �e5�5e �55Æ = È 0 1-v�t�432vhv�C − 2�vw∆v�4 + -v�t�
�2vhv�C − 2�vw∆v��2vhv�C − 2�vw∆v� + -v�t� 4⁄ É 

QlosswallQlosswall

H(t)

2

1

g1 J1

Hmax-H(t)
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Applying these view factors on equations (18) and (19), the irradiance can be determined by 

solving the next equation system. 

Ê e � ÀeÁ	e» + 31 − Àe4 =e = ÀeÁ	e» + 31 − Àe4 5     3204 5 = À5Á	5» + 31 − À54 =5 = À5Á	5» + 31 − À54 e     3214 

Ë  =e = �ee e + �e5 5 =  5     3224
 =5 = �5e e + �55 5 = -v�t�432vhv�C − 2�vw∆v�4 + -v�t�  e + �2vhv�C − 2�vw∆v��2vhv�C − 2�vw∆v� + -v�t� 4⁄  5     3234 

Using an iterative process where the  =e value is assumed and then, validated with these four 

last equations, is the procedure that it will be used in order to determine the correct radiation 

transfer energy that happens inside the tank. To accomplish this, the following algorithm will 

be considered in the numerical code: 

Algorithm 

1. Choose a  =e∗ 

2. Evaluate  5 through equation (22) 

3. Evaluate  e through equation (20) 

4. Evaluate  =5 through equation (23) 

5. Evaluate  =eF�CF through equation (21)  

6. Is Í =eF�CF −  =e∗Í < Ï ?  

i. Yes   →   Go to point 7 

ii. No   →   Go to point 2 and the new reference value is  =e∗ =  =eF�CF 

7. Final calculations   

8. End 

It should be remarked in this part, that the letter σ represents the Stefan-Boltzman coefficient 

which is Á = 5,670373 × 10ºÐ  $ .5¶»⁄  and the letter δ is for the accuracy value, that its 

value is 10º¼. In addition, the temperature of the internal wall is considered equal to the one 

that refers to the internal wall that is in contact with the molten salt. The procedure to 

determine this temperature is explained later in the part 2.4.1. 

	5 = 	Htv?Et�C ��CC = 	@e 

2.4 Convection Heat Transfer Coefficients 

Another point to highlight on the energy conservation equation is the heat loss coefficients for 

the three surfaces: bottom, wall and top fluid. Although the tank walls are made of steel and 

insulation materials, and the soil has more material as concrete among others; there are 

considered a global coefficient to englobe this detail losses for each surface. 

2.4.1 Wall 

The storage hot tank walls have included the insulation part in order to keep the heat inside 

and minimize the energy losses. Making an analysis of the walls, it can be detailed the use of 

an insulation to accomplish this goal. Using the analogy of the thermal resistance from the 
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Fundament on thermodynamics (ref. [16]), the global heat loss coefficient of the wall is 

determined by the following equation based on the internal diameter of the tank. 

����CC � 11ℎ��CuH> + -Ñ�t� ln3-@v??C -Ñ�t�⁄ 42¾@v??C + -Ñ�t�ln�-Ht@uC�vHht -@v??C⁄ �2¾Ht@uC�vHht + -Ñ�t� ln3-@v??C -Ht@uC⁄ 42¾@v??C + -Ñ�t�-?Òv?Et�C
1ℎ��

   3244 

The influence of the steel and the insulator that compounds the wall is considered in the last 

equation, where the next image (Fig. 26) explains its heat loss per material. 

 
Figure 26: scheme of the thermal resistance analogy over the tank wall 

Almost all the variables of the last equation are known by the input data except for the 

convection heat transfer coefficient for the fluid and the ambient (ℎ�CuH> & ℎ�). For the first of 

the unknowns, using the correlation of the natural convection for the vertical plate obtained 

from H.Y. Wong (ref. [17]), the value of the coefficient can be determined by the next equation 

ℎ��CuH> = ¾�CuH>0̈u2 = 0,83Ó� ∙ ��4e/» �1 + Ô1 + 1√��Ö5�ºe/»
 

Where  

Ó���ℎ�* 0˚: Ó� =  ¿A5∆Ø2¸¹5      ;       ������ 0˚: �� = ¹�G¾  

 ��+��':  = 9,81 . �5⁄  	�.�������� ��**����!�: ∆Ø = 	�CuH> − 	@e 

In this set of equations, most of them are based on a temperature to be evaluated, which for 

this case will be an average of the mean temperature of the fluid inside and the temperature 

of the wall (	@e).  

The temperature of the wall (internal wall) is evaluated using an iterative process where a 

reference value is assumed, to evaluate the properties and calculate the total heat loss 

transfer under the following equation  

�Ch@@ = Ù ∙ ∆	 ∙ 
     3254 

Where U is the global heat transfer coefficient (����CC), ΔT is the temperature difference 

between the fluid and the external (	�CuH>  & 	?Òv) and A, is the area where this energy is 

transferred.  

Based on the fact that the heat transfer will be the same for the whole wall than for the fluid 

only (analogy with thermal resistance), the temperature assumed can be validated with the 

following equation 

TMfluid TS1 TS2 TS3 Tg

Qlosswall

1/hfluid

DtankLn(Dsteel/Dtank)/ksteel2

DtankLn[Dsteel/Dinsul]/kinsul2 Dtank/hgDexternal

TS4

DtankLn(Dsteel/Dinsul)/ksteel2
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�Ch@@ � %��CuH>�	�CuH> 1 	@e�
   3264 

To accomplish this procedure, it is necessary to use an iterative process in a numerical code 

with the following algorithm. 

Algorithm 

1. Choose 	@e∗ 

2. Evaluate an average temperature 	�Ú?E��? = �	�CuH> + 	@e� 2⁄  

3. Evaluate thermophysical properties for the fluid at 	�Ú?E��? 

4. Evaluate the global heat transfer coefficient U (����CC) with equation (24). 

5. Evaluate the global heat transfer loss (�Ch@@) with equation (25). 

6. Evaluate the temperature of the wall 	@eF�CF with equation (26). 

7. Is Í	@eF�CF − 	@e∗Í < Ï ?  

i. Yes   →   Go to point 8 

ii. No   →   Go to point 2 and the new reference value is 	@e∗ = 	@eF�CF 

8. Final calculations   

9. End 

On the other hand, the value of the heat transfer coefficient for the exterior to the walls of the 

tank is determined by the correlation for the vertical cylinder with large diameter obtained 

from the H.Y.Wong (ref. [17]), where it considers the same non-dimensional numbers (Grashof 

& Prandtl) considered in the other convection coefficient. 

ℎ�� = ¾�0̈u2 = 0,02463Ó� ∙ ��45/g � ��e/Û1 + 0.494��5/¸�5/g
 

The thermophysical properties in this set of equations will be consider the air as the fluid with 

the following equations for these properties 

+��!����': ¹ = 1,458 × 10ºÛ	e,g	 + 110,4             ;                  -�����': A = �287	 

	ℎ��.�� �����!��+��': ¾ = 2,648 × 10º¸√	1 + 3254,4 	⁄ 4 × 10ºe5 Ñ⁄  (��!�*�! ℎ���: �� = 1034,09 − 0,2849	 + 7,817 × 10º»	5 − 4,971 × 10º¼	¸ + 1,077 × 10ºe½	» 

The temperature evaluated will be the average between the ambient one (	?Òv = 25℃) and 

the temperature of the wall (	@»). In order to find the correct temperature of the exterior wall, 

the algorithm and procedure presented to determine the internal wall temperature (	@e) will 

be used in conjunction with the exterior one (	@»), where both of them have to be validate in 

the same manner. The equation used to validate the exterior wall temperature will be the 

following one 

�Ch@@ = ℎ��3	@» − 	?Òv4
    
It must be remembered that in both cases (fluid and air) the type of flux (laminar or turbulent) 

will determined the type of correlation used to determine the correct convection heat transfer 

coefficient. In the case of the laminar flux, the correlation used must be the vertical plate. 
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Otherwise, when the flux is turbulent, the appropriately correlation is the vertical cylinder with 

large diameter. 

2.4.2 Bottom 

Taking a similar analysis as considered in the wall tank, the convection heat transfer coefficient 

of the bottom is determined using the thermal resistance analogy. For the bottom of the tank, 

it is considered the different materials that it is compound, which include (depend on the case) 

concrete, brick, insulator, bottom plate and the soil. The nest image (Fig. 27) shows the 

scheme of this consideration. 

 
Figure 27: Scheme of the compound wall of the bottom of the tank for the thermal resistance analogy 

��phvvh� � 11ℎ��CuH> + �@v??C¾@v??C + �pEHF�¾pEHF� + �Ht@uC�vHht¾Ht@uC�vHht + �FhtFE?v?¾FhtFE?v? + �@hHC¾@hHC
     3274 

The value of e represents the thickness of each material that compounds the bottom of the 

tank, which can be varying depending on the example.  

The value of the convection heat transfer coefficient for the fluid (ℎ��CuH>) will be calculated 

with a similar procedure used for the wall with the difference on the surface and the 

correlation, which for this case the area is the cross section of the cylinder, not the wall area 

and the correlation will be the one for the heated horizontal plate facing downward. 

ℎ��CuH> = ¾�CuH>0̈u0,9- = ¾�CuH>0,9- 0,273Ó� ∙ ��4e/» 

This is for the case that the fluid inside the tank will have the characteristics of a laminar flow. 

Nevertheless, if the fluid present properties of turbulent flow the equation will be modify to 

the following 

ℎ��CuH> = ¾�CuH>0̈u0,9- = ¾�CuH>0,9- 0,143Ó� ∙ ��4e/¸ 

The correct temperature used to evaluated the thermophysical properties for these 

correlations will be an average one between the one that the fluid has (	�CuH>) with the one of 

the internal wall of the bottom (	@phvvh�). In order to find the last temperature, the procedure 

used to find the temperature of the internal wall (	@e) in the part 2.4.1 will be applied to this 

part.  

 

 

TMfluid TS1 TS2 TS3

Qlossbottom

1/hfluid

esteel/ksteel

ebrick/kbrick

einsulation/kinsulation

TsoilTS4

econcrete/kconcrete

esoil/ksoil

TS5
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2.4.3 Top of the Fluid 

Inside the tank, the air above the fluid is a manner in which the fluid loss heat; therefore, it is 

demanded that this energy release should be considered and quantified. In order to obtain a 

precise value of the heat loss, a general convection heat transfer coefficient for this energy 

released will be used. Considering that this value is a result of several experiments in which the 

correlation for this case can be obtain from H.Y. Wong (ref. [17]), where the mean value is 

��vhG�CuH> � ¾�HE0̈u0,9- = ¾�HE0,9- 0,543Ó� ∙ ��4e/» 

Here, the correlation used is under the consideration that the top of the fluid works as a 

heated horizontal plate facing upward where the plate is circular as the size of the cross 

sectional area of the cylinder. All the thermophysical properties used in this last equation are 

for air at a mean temperature vale, which is the mean average between the temperature of 

the fluid and the air.  

Similar to the other surfaces (walls and bottom), this correlation will be considered for the 

laminar flow of the air. In the case that the air presents turbulent flow characteristics, the last 

equation is modified to the following. 

��vhG�CuH> = ¾�HE0̈u0,9- = ¾�HE0,9- 0,143Ó� ∙ ��4e/¸ 

In these calculations, the thermophysical properties will be evaluated at a mean temperature 

between the fluid and the air. Therefore, an assumption on the temperature of the air inside 

the tank has to be done. Based on the fact that the air inside will tend to reach the 

temperature of the fluid, it is a good consideration for this temperature to be a little bit lower 

than the fluid (10 or 20 degrees less). Therefore, a temperature of the air assumed as 360˚C is 

a good approximation. 

3. Study Case 

Now, it is the time to apply this mass and energy analysis over a case. The Andasol-1 is the case 

used for evaluated the parabolic trough technology. The thermal energy storage system (TES) 

has two tanks, one hot and the other cold, referred to the working temperatures of the solar 

salt. The input data for the hot tank is showed in the table 13. 

Diameter 38,5 [m] 

Height  

Total (Htotal) 14 [m] 

Max (Hmax) 13.5 [m] 

Min (Hmin) 0,5 [m] 

Temperature 

Inlet (Tin) 394 [˚C] 

External (Text) 25 [˚C] 

Soil (Tbottom) 12 [˚C] 

Top (Tair) 360 [˚C] 

Emissivity 
fluid (ϵ1) [5]  0,90   

Walls (ϵ2) [6]  0,10   

Initial Conditions 
(at initial time) 

Height (H[0]) [7] 0,9 [m] 

Temperature of the fluid (Tfluid[0]) [7] 365 [˚C] 
Table 13: Input data on the storage hot tank for the Andasol-1 case. 
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In addition, regarding to the data of the mass flow entering or exiting the control volume, the 

use of the SAM software will be very important. As a tool for this analysis, the SAM 

programme has as results the mass flow entered to the storage tank in an hourly data. In the 

table 14, it can be seeing a part of the total data given by this programme. The mass flow 

entering the hot tank (.= Ht) is the negative value of the TES HTF mass flow rate - storage side 

of HX (kg/hr), which is the amount of fluid coming from the heat exchanger. Knowing that for 

this case (Andasol-1), the thermal energy storage system is indirect, the amount of mass flow 

entering or exiting is from and to the heat exchanger respectively. Therefore, for the mass flow 

exiting the hot tank (.= huv), the correct value is the positive ones. Also, it can be seeing in the 

table how the mass in the hot tank change against the mass flow rate from the storage side of 

the heat exchanger and the correct selection over the inlet and outlet mass flow rate. 

Time 
TES HTF mass 

in hot tank (kg) 
TES HTF mass flow rate - 
storage side of HX (kg/hr) 

Jan 7 12:00 am 1,904E+06 0 

Jan 7 1:00 am 1,904E+06 0 

Jan 7 2:00 am 1,904E+06 0 

Jan 7 3:00 am 1,904E+06 0 

Jan 7 4:00 am 1,904E+06 0 

Jan 7 5:00 am 1,904E+06 0 

Jan 7 6:00 am 1,904E+06 0 

Jan 7 7:00 am 1,904E+06 0 

Jan 7 8:00 am 1,904E+06 0 

Jan 7 9:00 am 1,904E+06 0 

Jan 7 10:00 am 1,904E+06 0 

Jan 7 11:00 am 1,904E+06 0 

Jan 7 12:00 pm 1,904E+06 0 

Jan 7 1:00 pm 1,904E+06 0 

Jan 7 2:00 pm 2,117E+06 -212928 

Jan 7 3:00 pm 3,175E+06 -1057730 

Jan 7 4:00 pm 1,901E+06 1274400 

Jan 7 5:00 pm 1,901E+06 0 

Jan 7 6:00 pm 1,901E+06 0 

Jan 7 7:00 pm 1,901E+06 0 

Jan 7 8:00 pm 1,901E+06 0 

Jan 7 9:00 pm 1,901E+06 0 

Jan 7 10:00 pm 1,901E+06 0 

Jan 7 11:00 pm 1,901E+06 0 
Table 14: Example of one day (hourly terms) of the input data for the mass flows in the hot tank of the storage system given by the 

SAM software for the Andasol-1 case (ref. [18]). 

Also, the data for the evaluation of the conduction heat transfer coefficients for the case of hot 

tank is presented in the table 15. 

  Material Thickness [m] Thermal Conductivity [W/mK] 

Bottom 

Steel 0,006  54,38 − 0,02478	 − 1,071 × 10ºg	5 

Brick 0,066 0,45 

Insulation 0,78  0,02966 + 0,0001255T + 2,143 × 10ºg	5
Concrete 0,45 1,1 

Soil 9 1,87 

Wall 

Steel internal 0,01  54,38 − 0,02478	 − 1,071 × 10ºg	5 

Insulation 0,4   0,02966 + 0,0001255T + 2,143 × 10ºg	5 

Steel external 0,004  54,38 − 0,02478	 − 1,071 × 10ºg	5 
Table 15: Input data for the convection heat transfer coefficient for the hot tank in the Andasol-1 case (ref. [17] & [19]) 
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4. Numerical Code  

The equations of conservation referred to mass and energy terms have suffer several changes 

in order to meet the considerations explained in parts 2.1 through 2.4 and inclusive the third 

(3) part. In addition, the modifications are done to show in a simpler manner the algorithm 

that it will be used in this part.  

The mass conservation equation has been modified to remain as the following 

��}w∆}� � ��}���}�
��}w∆}� +

�∆}
��}w∆}�{|}~���

3�= �� 1�= ��}4          3�Ý4 

On the other hand, the energy conservation equation has suffered more changes where it 

includes the irradiation and heat transfer coefficients. 

ª«¬���}w∆}� = ÊÞ + ß + £{|}~���� ¤ 3à4á
Ê| + â + {|}~���� 3ã4á           3�ä4 


 = .= Ht�vw∆v��Gå´	Ht  æ = ����CC	��CCz-v�t�2�vw∆v� 
� = A�v�2�v��çèéêåë	�CuH> �v�

∆� + ��phvvh�	phvvh� + ��vhG�CuH>	�� − � =�CuH> −  =�CuH>� + ��vw∆v�2�vw∆v� − ��v�2�v�∆�  

- = ����CCz-v�t�2�vw∆v� � = .= Ht�vw∆v��Gå´  

� = A���2����çèéêåë∆� + ��phvvh� + ��vhG�CuH> 

In order to solve main equations, conservation of mass and energy, a numerical code is 

required in conjunction with a solver in which the algorithm presented in this part will be used. 

As from the latest parts of this chapter has indicated that the conditions in a time step are 

defined by the conditions on the previous time step. Therefore, the algorithm presented is a 

methodology where it contains a time-step method to solve the conditions for the hot storage 

tank of the storage system during its usual time of operation, a year.  

Algorithm 

1. Choose a 	�CuH>�vw∆v�∗
 

2. Set the initial data (initial height of the fluid 2�½�) 
3. Determine the thermophysical properties (A, �G, �, etc.) 

4. Calculate the height at the time step � + ∆� from the equation (28) 2�vw∆v� 
5. Calculate the Temperature at time step � + ∆� from equation (29) 	�CuH>�vw∆v�F�CF

 

6. Is ì	tvw∆vF�CF − 	tvw∆v∗ì < Ï ?  

i. Yes   →   Go to point 7 

ii. No   →   Go to point 3 and 	tvw∆v∗ = 	tvw∆vF�CF
 

7. Is � = ���Ò? 
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i. Yes   →   Go to point 8 

ii. No   →   Go to point 3 and calculate the temperature for the next time 

step being the conditions calculated the ones of the previous time step 

8. Final results 

9. End 

Here, as in all other algorithms used in this report, the value of the accuracy (δ) is always 10º¼. 

5. Results 

Now, it is presented the results from the fluid inside the hot tank where is considered all these 

last assumptions and applied into the numerical code in order to solve the two main balance 

equations (mass and energy). The following values presented are considered under a time step 

of ten (10) minutes during its usual time of work, a year, in which the TES system will operates.  

Therefore in the next part, the methodology will be applied on the parabolic trough 

technology using the hot tank of the TES system of the Andasol-1 plant as a study case. 

5.1 Parabolic Trough (Andasol-1 Plant) 

The first objective of this calculations is under the base of determine the temperature of the 

fluid inside the tank. In the next figure (Fig. 27), the temperature of the molten salt is 

presented as result of solving the energy balance equation (eq. 17) with a numerical code and 

an iterative process. 

As it can be seeing in the last figure (Fig. 27), the temperature of the molten salt inside the hot 

tank of the TES system is from 358 to 393˚C. It is important to observe that in the mid-part of 

the graph, the temperature tend to reach and its top value (393˚C), agreeing with the period of 

high solar energy, which is the summer. In addition, it can be observe that in the periods of 

autumn and spring the temperature reaches high values (more than 385˚C), indicating to us 

that in three quarters of the time, the TES system operates in high capacity. This observation 

validates the affirmation of the main importance of this system to the whole plan and its time 

of operation.  

 
Figure 27: Temperature of the molten salt inside the hot tank of the TES system for Andasol-1 plant. 
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On the other hand, the mass balance equation (eq. 5) will calculate the amount of fluid that 

will be fulfilling the tank during its operation time. In the next figure (Fig. 28), it can be observe 

this value in the form of height that the salt has inside the hot tank. Similar to the 

temperature, it can be seeing that the highest value is obtained during the period of summer.  

 
Figure 28: Height of the molten salt inside the hot tank of the TES system for Andasol-1 plant. 

Taking SAM software as a reference of the temperature and the volume of the fluid inside the 

hot tank of the TES system, it can be compared the results of the numerical code (Fig. 27 & 28) 

with the results obtained with the SAM programme, presented in the next two graphs (Fig. 

29).   

   
Figure 29: Results from SAM software of the Temperature and Height of the molten salt from the hot tank of the TES system for 

Andasol-1 plant. 

Regarding to the temperature of the molten salt, it can be seeing in the SAM results that the 

lowest value is 365˚C, never reaches the temperature below that amount. However, in the 

methodology of this chapter, the temperature can be below 360˚C in the moment with the 

lowest solar resource (winter). In addition, the tendency presented in the results is higher 

(393˚C) in this analysis than the ones obtained with SAM programme (389˚C). 

On the other hand, the volume of fluid inside the tank never reaches the value of 12 meters of 

height for the SAM software. Nevertheless, as it can be seeing in the figure 28, there is a 

period of time in which the fluid reaches a higher height (14 meters). 
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One main aspect to be related with the temperature is the heat losses that the fluid inside the 

tank has during the period of time analysed. Now, it will be presented the energy transfer by 

the three surfaces analysed in this chapter. The next graph (Fig. 30) represents the results on 

this variable through the lateral walls of the container, the ones that are in contact direct with 

the molten salt. 

 
Figure 30: Heat loss through the walls of the hot tank of the TES system for parabolic trough plant. 

It can be seeing from the last graph that the maximum transfer of heat through the lateral 

walls is 100 KW approximately. Nevertheless, this energy loss could decrease up to 5 KW, 

depending on several factor (mainly temperature of the fluid). On the other hand, the heat 

loss through the bottom of the tank is presented in the next chart (Fig. 31), which indicates 

that the quantity of energy transfer by this part is approximately 25 KW. 

 
Figure 31: Heat loss through the bottom of the hot tank of the TES system for parabolic trough plant. 

In the process of calculating these two last heat losses, the convection heat transfer coefficient 

for the molten salt had to be determined in both cases. The results indicates us that in either 

two different correlations used for both surfaces, the convective coefficient result in a value 

around 120 to 170 W/m²K, as it can be observe in the next two graphs (Fig. 32). 
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Figure 32: Convection heat transfer coefficient calculated for the bottom and the wall of the hot tank of the TES system. 

Taking into consideration the fact that inside the tank there is not only molten salt, also there 

is an amount of air which leads to an energy transfer from the molten salt, the next two charts 

(Fig. 33 and 34) shows the amount of heat loss through this part of the fluid by the two modes: 

radiation and convection. 

 
Figure 33: Heat loss by radiation means through the top of the fluid inside the hot tank of the TES system. 

As it can be seeing in the last graph (Fig. 33), the amount of energy lost by radiation means is 

around 2 to 8 KW. In addition, the highest value is achieved in the time with low amount of salt 

inside the tank. Nevertheless, the graph indicates that this heat loss reach its high value and its 

low one during the most part of the operation time, coinciding with the charge and discharge 

of the hot tank.  

On the other hand, the heat released from the fluid to the air by convection means is in the 

order of 60 - 125 KW, indicated in the next graph (Fig. 34). It should be highlighted that in a 

small period of time, the loss energy is converted in gain due to the fact that the temperature 

of the salt is less than the one considered for the atmosphere (air) inside the tank. 
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Figure 34: Heat loss by radiation means through the top of the fluid inside the hot tank of the TES system. 

Being presented all the heat losses through the three different surfaces for the control volume 

of the fluid, the following graph (Fig. 35) will summarize the total amount of energy transfer 

from the fluid to its surroundings, which is the addition of these three surfaces: bottom, lateral 

wall and top surface.  

 
Figure 35: Total heat loss for the hot tank of the TES system. 

The total amount of heat loss in the hot tank can reach up to 255 KW in the time with highest 

solar resource (summer) and coincide with the highest height (14 meters) and temperature 

(393,64˚C). In addition, considering the weight of each type of energy released by the fluid to 

its surroundings, in the following table (table 16), the amount of each is presented in 

percentage over the total amount where it has been considered an average over the results 

along the time period studied.  

It can be seeing from the next table (table 16), that the heat loss on the top of the fluid is the 

highest with a total of 66,38% over the total amount, being the convection (63%) and the 
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radiation (4%) as the energy transfer modes presented in this surface. The losses from the 

lateral wall and the bottom are approximately equals, being a percentage of around 16% each.  

Heat Loss  

Lateral Wall 16,56 % 

Bottom 16,54 % 

Top Surface of 
the Fluid 

Radiation 4,15 % 

Convection 62,75 % 

Table 16: Percentage of each heat loss for the hot tank of the TES system. 

Being the losses at the top of the fluid representing more than the 66% of the total heat 

transfer for the control volume; it should be remarked that the temperature of the 

atmosphere (air) inside the tank is fixed for these last results. What makes us realized that this 

temperature must change during the process, in order to be agreeing with the mean 

temperature of the fluid. Therefore, a fixed temperature is not the best assumption if the idea 

is to find a result more accurately. One step further in order to obtain a better precision in the 

results, must consider a temperature of the air inside the tank which depends on the fluid’s 

temperature.   

Taking into account this last explanation, an extended study over this case is presented in the 

next graph (Fig. 36). Analysing the same case with the difference in the temperature of the 

atmosphere inside the tank (temperature of the air), in which this value will now depend on 

the mean temperature of the salt, being always 30˚C less than the fluid one, the following 

figure will be the result of the inclusion of this assumption. 

 
Figure 36: Heat loss by convection of the top molten salt for the hot tank of the TES system when the temperature of the 

atmosphere depends on the molten salt temperature. 

The result of the change in the temperature of the atmosphere inside the tank leads to a heat 

loss without much change in its amount, being stable in the order of 108 to 115 KW. The 

consideration on being 30˚C less than the fluid, it does not change the value of the energy 

released compared to the results of having a fixed temperature. Therefore, indicates us that 

the amount of difference between the two temperatures is being around 30 degrees. 

In the next graph (Fig. 36), the change on the atmosphere temperature is noticed on the total 

heat loss of the hot tank. Nevertheless, the fact that the energy released by convection from 
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the molten salt to the air is not change too mucho, will lead to a very small variation on the 

total amount, as it can be seeing in the following chart. 

 
Figure 37: Total heat loss for the hot tank of the TES system when the temperature of the atmosphere depends on the molten salt 

temperature 

After reviewing the different assumptions and considerations took it in this 1-node 

methodology to evaluate the temperature of the molten salt, it can be compare with other 

references used in this report as the results of the SAM software of the chapter 2 and 3 along 

the investigation done by I. Rodriguez & O. Lehmkuhl (ref. [19]) where it was used LES 

methodologies in computational fluid dynamics and heat transfer to accomplish the same 

objective. In addition, the study done by C. Suárez & F.J. Pino (ref. [20]) is included in the 

comparison, in which they use a computational fluid dynamics model to analyse the cooling 

process of the storage tanks and makes reference to two more studies (ref. [21] & [22]) where 

considers in their investigations this case. 

Total Heat Loss for the Hot Tank of TES system 

1-node methodology 
Tair fixed 130 - 255 KW 

Tair(Tfluid) 140 - 240 KW 

SAM software 630 - 710 KW 

CFD LES methodology [7] 180 - 200 KW 

CFD Cooling process [8] 176 - 297 KW 
Table 17: Comparison on the total heat loss with different methodologies and references for the hot tank of the TES system. 

The common fact that these 4 references have, is that all have as result the total heat loss 

presented in the hot tank of the TES system for the same case (parabolic trough technology) 

among the Andasol-1 plant.  The last table (table 17) summarize the difference between them, 

in which it can be observed that the results given by this report (130 to 255 KW) is in the same 

order as the other references. 

The results given by SAM software have the highest value for the heat loss, with a range from 

630 to 710 KW. Nevertheless, this programme considers that this amount is for all the TES 

system where includes the hot tank and the cold one.  
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7. Conclusions 

The 1-node methodology has been resulted in a calculus procedure with a good accuracy 

despite all the considerations assumed during its whole process. It should be noted that for a 

preliminary calculation is far beyond of a good approximation. Nevertheless, the analysis done 

allows us to understand how the thermal energy system works, in special, the physics of the 

problem. This study allows us to see in a profound detail on the dynamic fluid and heat 

transfer of this system and the influence on each variable involve on it. 

The comparison with other methodologies with larger and deeper calculations and where they 

include all the aspects in detail, make us conclude that this preliminary report gives a very 

basic but explicit understanding on the behaviour of the molten salt inside a tank of any TES 

system.  

The fact that in the moments of high solar resource when the whole system will try to work at 

its high capacity possible in accordance with the plant design consideration to move the 

mirrors to gain less energy in that time makes the difference highlighted in the height results 

between the 1-node methodology and the SAM programme. This leads us to conclude that 

although this methodology is not considering this fact, it gives a hint on the energy lost in that 

period of time. 

The height and temperature results obtained in this report have been similar to the ones 

obtained from SAM in chapter 2. Although, the consideration of the last paragraph is not 

included in this report, it is possible that the SAM software analysed. Therefore, the reason of 

the difference existing between both results is presented. 

The results on the temperature of this report indicates the use of the TES system inside a solar 

power plant, when there is a tendency on the results to achieve the highest temperature in 

most part of the operation. Therefore, it can be conclude that the storage part of a solar plant 

is important in more than ¾ parts of the year (three stations: spring, summer and fall). 

Seeing how the TES system operates inside a solar power plant, it can be conclude that the 

plant reaches a rated output through the entire time with the main help of the storage part of 

the plant.  Without this, the achievement on an operation in a base load condition will not be 

successful, resulting on that this part of the complex is very important. That is why its not only 

a conclusion arrived in only this chapter. 

The analysis on the results of the heat losses indicates that the temperature of the atmosphere 

inside the tank is a major influence over the mean value of the molten salt. Nevertheless, one 

step further, in a detail analysis of the TES system, is the study of the atmosphere including the 

test of different gases inside (not only air) as in this work has been done over the fluid. 

The different convection correlations used in the calculations for the heat loss through the 

lateral walls and bottom, lead us to the conclusion that a global convection heat transfer 

coefficient for the molten salt must be in the range on 110 to 180 W/m²K for further analysis. 

The fact that the highest amount of heat loss of the fluid is on the top of its surface (with the 

atmosphere inside), join to the results obtained from the extended study (temperature of the 
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air depending on the one of the fluid), made us conclude that a detail study on the relation 

between these two fluid, in terms of temperature, must be done. Additionally, it is mandatory 

to do it with the objective of finding the relation that achieves this temperature relation the 

less heat loss possible between them, inclusive with the idea on changing the atmosphere 

inside, fulfilling with other fluid (hydrogen, Nitrogen and more). 

An extended investigation of this report is to evaluate the behaviour of the tank for its total 

operation time (20 years or more) where it includes the start-up and the stop for maintenance. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 

The concentrated solar power plants (CSP) have been arisen as a renewable conversion of 

energy with high attractiveness in the latest years. The investigation done in this report is a 

contribution over the growth in this type of solar technology. Along this last chapter, the main 

remarks resulted of the study made in the last 3 ones, will be highlighted and summarized. 

Nowadays, these solar power plants are, actually, the renewable energy with the highest 

efficiency in producing electricity (capacity factor between 42%-64%). Nevertheless, it should 

be remembered that is not 100% green (less than 15% for the fossil backup system). 

Unlike the classic thermal power plant, the CSP obtain its energy from the sun. Therefore, the 

idea of converting a classic thermal power plant into a concentrated solar one, gives a very 

attractive cost of electricity, considering that even in the worst case scenarios, the cost of the 

power block is null due to its already built.  

The design of a concentrated solar power plant falls on an appropriately selection of four (4) 

main factors: solar multiple, full load hours of TES, fossil fill fraction and direct normal 

irradiance. 

Avoiding the fact that any solar power plant is not exactly the same as other, the similarity of 2 

or more CSP should be avoided. Each one has its best and optimal design, depending on the 

four (4) main factors already mentioned which made the unique for each plant. This is as result 

of the study done in the chapter 3 when several parameters has been maintained and the 

optimal design had been never reach it. 

The backup system presented in the concentrated solar plant can be observed as a non-

attractive idea to reduce carbon dioxide (CO₂) emissions and generate clean energy due to it is 

based on fossil fuel. However, the fact that the use of this part remains under 10% of the time, 

implies a reduction of 90% of fossil fuels usage.  

The availability of the use of the thermal storage system referred to the hours of its capacity 

allows to the CSP being attractive against other renewable energies (wind, hydro) where it is 

the way to make the solar irradiation being constant through time. Therefore, this part let the 

plant operate under a base load condition. 

The next investigations on these technologies must fall on the solar field improvement due to 

its high cost and importance over the whole plant and electricity production. This implies not 

only the area and its operation, the materials of which is made the receivers and collectors has 

high influence over the improvement, which is a great interest of study. 

The wide range of options that SAM software has for a single renewable energy project, where 

can be manipulated to obtain the optimal design for a plant not only in technical terms, also in 

financial terms, is what makes this programme attractive to any design based on renewables. 

Nevertheless, the comparison between being a user (chapter 2 & 3 with SAM software) and 

being a programmer (chapter 4 with a own numerical code) make us realize the advantage of 
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increase the precision of any analysis without large amount of investment in building tests 

prototypes or be limited by an general programme. 

The study in detail of the storage system, specifically on the tanks of this part, allows to 

understand how this operates and works in conjunction with the other parts of the 

concentrated solar power plant. Furthermore, the numerical analysis did leads to a physical 

observation on the behaviour, leading to the understanding on all the factors that influence 

the efficiency and the weight of its importance.  
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Annex 

 



1   #include <iostream>
2   #include <cmath>
3   #include <stdio.h>
4   #include <fstream>
5   #include <string>
6   #include <cstdlib>
7   #include <vector>
8   #include <math.h>
9   

10   
11   using namespace std;
12   
13   /// DATA /////////
14   
15       double Tinlet =394+273;                //TEMPERATURES OF: THE FLUID ENTERING [K]
16       double Twall =25+273;                  //                 THE WALL
17       double Tsoil =12+273;                  //                 THE SOIL (BOTTOM)
18       double Tair =360+273;                  //                 THE ENVIROMENT INSIDE THE TANK
19       double Difftemp =30;
20   
21       double Hmax=13.5 ;                     //MAXIMUM HEIGHT PERMITED BY THE FLUID INSIDE THE T ANK 

[m]
22       double Hmin =0.2 ;                      //MINIMUM HEIGHT PERMITED BY THE FLUID INSIDE THE T ANK
23       double Htotal =14;                     //HEIGHT OF THE TANK (HEIGHT OF THE WALLS OF THE TA NK)
24   
25       double Dtank =38.5 ;                    //DIAMETER OF THE TANK (INTERNAL) [m]
26       double Dsteelint =38.52 ;               //DIAMETER OF THE INTERNAL STEEL (INTERNAL + STEEL 

THICKNESS)
27       double Dinsulation =39.32 ;             //DIAMETER OF THE INSULATION (INTERNAL + STEEL 

THICKNESS + INSULATION THICKNESS)
28       double Dsteelext =39.324 ;              //DIAMETER OF THE EXTERNAL STEEL (INTERNAL + STEEL 

THICKNESS + INSULATION THICKNESS)
29       double Dexternal =Dsteelext ;           //DIAMETER EXTERNAL
30   
31       double efluid =0.90 ;                   //EMMISIVITIIES OF: THE FLUID
32       double e2steel =0.10 ;                  //                  THE MATERIAL OF THE INTERNAL WA LLS 

OF THE TANK AND THE TOP
33   
34       double lambdafluid =0.48 ;              //THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE: MOLTEN SALT [W/mK]
35       double lambdabrick =0.45 ;              //                             BRICK OF THE BOTTOM
36       double lambdaconcrete =1.1 ;            //                             CONCRETE OF THE BOTT OM
37       double lambdasoil =1.87 ;               //                             SOIL
38   
39       double Esteelbottom =0.006 ;            //THICKNESS OF THE: STEEL BOTTOM [m]
40       double Ebrick =0.066 ;                  //                  BOTTOM BRICK
41       double Einsulationbottom =0.78 ;        //                  INSULATION AT THE BOTTOM
42       double Econcrete =0.45 ;                //                  CONCRETE OF THE BOTTOM
43       double Esoil =9;                       //                  SOIL
44   
45       double sigma =0.00000005670373 ;        //STEFAN-BOLTZMAN COEFFICIENT
46   
47       double Pressure =204746 ;               //PRESSURE INSIDE THE TANK (ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE) 

[Kg/ms]
48   
49       int itermax =1000 ;                     //NUMBER MAX OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED
50       double FR =1;                          //RELAXATION FACTOR
51   
52       int tmax =8760 ;
53       int deltat =600;                       //MAXIMUM TIME OF THE PROCESS TO BE ANALIZED
54       int n =3600 / deltat ;                    //NUMBER OF PERIODS OF TIME TO BE ANALIZED
55       int tamano =tmax * n;                    //SIZE OF THE VECTOR (REAL SIZE OF TIME STEPS TO BE  

EVALUATED)
56   
57       double wallfluid =0;
58       double wallsteel =0;
59       double wallinsul =0;
60       double wallalum =0;
61       double wallair =0;
62       double wallTempS1 =0;
63       double wallTempS4 =0;
64       double wallfluiddens =0;
65       double wallfluidvisco =0;
66       double wallfluidcp =0;
67       double wallfluidlamb =0;
68       double wallfluidbeta =0;
69       double wallfluidgr =0;
70       double wallfluidpran =0;
71       double wallfluidnu =0;
72       double wallfluidh =0;
73       double wallairdens =0;
74       double wallairvisco =0;
75       double wallaircp =0;
76       double wallairlamb =0;
77       double wallairbeta =0;



78       double wallairgr =0;
79       double wallairpran =0;
80       double wallairnu =0;
81       double wallairh =0;
82   
83       double Topairbeta =0;
84       double Topairdens =0;
85       double Topairvisco =0;
86       double Topaircp =0;
87       double Topairlamb =0;
88       double Topairpran =0;
89       double Topairgr =0;
90       double TopairNu =0;
91   
92       double bottomfluid =0;
93       double bottomsteel =0;
94       double bottombrick =0;
95       double bottominsul =0;
96       double bottomconcrete =0;
97       double bottomsoil =0;
98       double bottomTempS1 =0;
99   

100       double bottomfluidbeta =0;
101       double bottomfluiddens =0;
102       double bottomfluidvisco =0;
103       double bottomfluidcp =0;
104       double bottomfluidlamb =0;
105       double bottomfluidgr =0;
106       double bottomfluidpran =0;
107       double bottomfluidnu =0;
108       double bottomfluidh =0;
109   
110       double PerdtopJfluid =0;
111       double PerdtopGfluid =0;
112       double Perdradiation =0;
113   
114   /// FUNCTIONS /////////
115   
116   /// VALIDATION FUNCTION ///
117   
118   double validacion ( double Temperature ,  double Temperatureref )
119   {    double dif =fabs ( Temperature - Temperatureref );
120       unsigned int b ;
121       if ( dif >0.000001 )  b =1;
122       else b =0;
123       return b ;                                    }
124   
125   ///MOLTEN SALT PROPERTIES///
126   
127   double densityF ( double Temperature )
128   {    double TemperatureK =Temperature ;
129       double density =2263.641 -( 0.636 * TemperatureK );
130        //density=1847.74;
131       return density ;                            }
132   
133   double CPF ( double Temperature )
134   {    double TemperatureK =Temperature ;
135       double CP =1396.044 +( 0.172 * TemperatureK );
136        //CP=1508.52;
137       return CP ;                                  }
138   
139   double viscosityF ( double Temperature )
140   {    double TemperatureK =Temperature ;
141       double viscosity =0.07543937 -( 0.000277 * TemperatureK )+( 0.000000349 * pow( TemperatureK , 2))-(

0.000000000147 * pow( TemperatureK , 3));
142        //viscosity=0.00245046018;
143       return viscosity ;                            }
144   
145   ///AIR PROPERTIES///
146   
147   double densityA ( double Temperature )
148   {    double density =101325 /( 287* Temperature );
149       return density ;                              }
150   
151   double CPA ( double Temperature )
152   {    double CP =1034.09 -( 0.2849 * Temperature )+( 0.0007817 * pow( Temperature , 2))-( 0.0000004971 * pow(

Temperature , 3))+( 0.0000000001077 * pow( Temperature , 4));
153       return CP ;                                   }
154   
155   double viscosityA ( double Temperature )
156   {    double viscosity =( 0.000001458 * pow( Temperature ,  1.5 ))/( Temperature +110.4 );
157       return viscosity ;                            }
158   
159   double lambdaair ( double Temperature )



160   {    double lambda =( 0.002648 * pow( Temperature , 0.5 ))/( 1+( 254.4 / Temperature )* pow( 10,(- 12 / Temperature
)));

161       return lambda ;                               }
162   
163   ///CONDUCTION HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS///
164   
165   double lambdasteel ( double Temperature )
166   {    double TemperatureC =Temperature - 273;
167       double lambda =54.38 -( 0.02478 * TemperatureC )-( 0.00001071 * TemperatureC * TemperatureC );
168       return lambda ;                               }
169   
170   double lambdainsulation ( double Temperature )
171   {    double TemperatureC =Temperature - 273;
172       double lambda =0.02966 +( 0.0001255 * TemperatureC )+( 0.0000002143 * TemperatureC * TemperatureC );
173       return lambda ;                               }
174   
175   ///CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS///
176   
177   double alphafluidwall ( double H ,  double Temperature ,  double Tempwall )
178   {    double Tempmean=( Temperature +Tempwall )/ 2;
179       double Grash =( 9.81 *( 0.636 / Tempmean)* pow( densityF ( Tempmean), 2)* pow( H, 3)*( Temperature - Tempwall

))/ pow( viscosityF ( Tempmean), 2);
180       double Prandtl =( viscosityF ( Tempmean)* CPF( Tempmean))/ lambdafluid ;
181       double Prueba =Grash * Prandtl ;
182       double alpha ,  Nusselt ,  Melisa ,  Estefania ,  Vicky ,  Raquel ,  Cristina ,  Mariana ,  Sofia ;
183       if ( Prueba <1000 )  alpha =0;
184       else {   if ( Prueba <1000000000 )  {
185                                        Melisa =0.8 ;
186                                        Estefania =pow( Prueba , 0.25 );
187                                        Vicky =pow( Prandtl , 0.5 );
188                                        Raquel =1+( 1/ Vicky );
189                                        Cristina =1+pow( Raquel , 2);
190                                        Mariana =pow( Cristina ,(- 0.25 ));
191                                        Nusselt =Melisa * Estefania * Mariana ;
192                                        alpha =( Nusselt * lambdafluid )/ H;}
193               else {   Melisa =0.0246 ;
194                       Sofia =pow( Prueba , 0.4 );
195                       Raquel =pow( Prandtl , 0.66667 );
196                       Cristina =1+( 0.494 * Raquel );
197                       Mariana =pow( Prandtl , 0.16667 );
198                       Vicky =Mariana / Cristina ;
199                       Estefania =pow( Vicky , 0.4 );
200                       Nusselt =Melisa * Sofia * Estefania ;
201                       alpha =( Nusselt * lambdafluid )/ H;}
202            }
203            wallfluidbeta =0.636 / Tempmean;
204            wallfluiddens =densityF ( Tempmean);
205            wallfluidvisco =viscosityF ( Tempmean);
206            wallfluidcp =CPF( Tempmean);
207            wallfluidlamb =lambdafluid ;
208            wallfluidgr =Grash ;
209            wallfluidpran =Prandtl ;
210            wallfluidnu =Nusselt ;
211            wallfluidh =alpha ;
212       //alpha=0;
213       return alpha ;                                }
214   
215   double alphaair ( double H ,  double Temperature ,  double Tempwall )
216   {    double Temperatureair =( Temperature +Tempwall )/ 2;
217       double Grash =( 9.81 *( 1/ Temperatureair )* pow( densityA ( Temperatureair ), 2)* pow( H, 3)*( Temperature -

Twall ))/ pow( viscosityA ( Temperatureair ), 2);
218       double Prandtl =( viscosityA ( Temperatureair )* CPA( Temperatureair ))/ lambdaair ( Temperatureair );
219       double Prueba =Grash * Prandtl ;
220       double alpha ,  Nusselt ,  Melisa ,  Estefania ,  Vicky ,  Raquel ,  Cristina ,  Mariana ,  Sofia ;
221       if ( Prueba <1000 )  alpha =0;
222       else {   if ( Prueba <1000000000 )  {  Melisa =0.8 ;
223                                        Estefania =pow( Prueba , 0.25 );
224                                        Vicky =pow( Prandtl , 0.5 );
225                                        Raquel =1+1* Vicky ;
226                                        Cristina =1+pow( Raquel , 2);
227                                        Mariana =pow( Cristina ,(- 0.25 ));
228                                        Nusselt =Melisa * Estefania * Mariana ;
229                                        alpha =( Nusselt * lambdaair ( Temperatureair ))/ H;}
230               else {   Melisa =0.0246 ;
231                       Sofia =pow( Prueba , 0.4 );
232                       Raquel =pow( Prandtl , 0.66667 );
233                       Cristina =1+( 0.494 * Raquel );
234                       Mariana =pow( Prandtl , 0.16667 );
235                       Vicky =Mariana / Cristina ;
236                       Estefania =pow( Vicky , 0.4 );
237                       Nusselt =Melisa * Sofia * Estefania ;
238                      alpha =( Nusselt * lambdaair ( Temperatureair ))/ H;}
239            }
240            wallairdens =densityA ( Temperatureair );



241            wallairvisco =viscosityA ( Temperatureair );
242            wallaircp =CPA( Temperatureair );
243            wallairlamb =lambdaair ( Temperatureair );
244            wallairbeta =1/ Temperatureair ;
245            wallairgr =Grash ;
246            wallairpran =Prandtl ;
247            wallairnu =Nusselt ;
248            wallairh =alpha ;
249       //alpha=0;
250       return alpha ;                                }
251   
252   double alphawall ( double H ,  double Temperature ,  int i ,  int j )
253   {    double TempS1 ,  TempS4 ,  TempS1calc ,  TempS4calc ,  alpha ;
254       double A ,  B ,  C ,  D ,  E ,  AA1 ,  EE1 ,  Qwall ;
255       int contador =0;
256       int a ;
257       do{  a =0;
258           contador =contador +1;
259       if ( contador ==1)  { TempS1=250+273;  TempS4 =80+273;}
260       else { TempS1=TempS1calc ;  TempS4 =TempS4calc ;}
261       AA1 =alphafluidwall ( H, Temperature , TempS1);
262       A =1/ AA1;
263       B =( Dtank * log ( Dsteelint / Dtank ))/( lambdasteel ( TempS1)* 2);
264       C =( Dtank * log ( Dinsulation / Dsteelint ))/( lambdainsulation (( TempS1+TempS4)/ 2)* 2);
265       D =( Dtank * log ( Dsteelext / Dinsulation ))/( lambdasteel ( TempS4)* 2);
266       EE1 =alphaair ( H, Temperature , TempS4);
267       E =Dtank /( EE1* Dexternal );
268       alpha =1/( A+B+C+D+E);
269       Qwall =alpha *( Temperature - Twall )* 3.1416 * Dtank * H;
270       TempS1calc =Temperature -( Qwall /( AA1* 3.1416 * Dtank * H));
271       TempS4calc =Twall +( Qwall /( EE1* 3.1416 * Dexternal * H));
272       a =validacion ( TempS1calc , TempS1);
273       a =validacion ( TempS4calc , TempS4);
274       }  while ( a==1 && contador <itermax );
275   
276       wallfluid =A;
277       wallsteel =B;
278       wallinsul =C;
279       wallalum =D;
280       wallair =E;
281       wallTempS1 =TempS1calc - 273;
282       wallTempS4 =TempS4calc - 273;
283       //alpha=0;
284       return alpha ;                                }
285   
286   
287   double alphafluidbottom ( double H ,  double Temperature ,  double Tbottom )
288   {    double Tempmean=( Temperature +Tbottom )/ 2;
289       double Grash =( 9.81 *( 0.636 / Tempmean)* pow( densityF ( Tempmean), 2)* pow( 0.9 * Dtank , 3)*( Temperature -

Tbottom ))/ pow( viscosityF ( Tempmean), 2);
290       double Prandtl =viscosityF ( Tempmean)* CPF( Tempmean)/ lambdafluid ;
291       double Prueba =Grash * Prandtl ;
292       double alpha ,  Nusselt ;
293       if ( Prueba <1000 )  alpha =0;
294       else {   if ( Prueba <1000000000 )  { Nusselt =0.27 * pow( Prueba , 0.25 );
295                                       alpha =( Nusselt * lambdafluid )/( 0.9 * Dtank );}
296               else   { Nusselt =0.14 * pow( Prueba , 0.33 );
297                       alpha =Nusselt * lambdafluid /( 0.9 * Dtank );}
298            }
299       bottomfluidbeta =0.636 / Tempmean;
300       bottomfluiddens =densityF ( Tempmean);
301       bottomfluidvisco =viscosityF ( Tempmean);
302       bottomfluidcp =CPF( Tempmean);
303       bottomfluidlamb =lambdafluid ;
304       bottomfluidgr =Grash ;
305       bottomfluidpran =Prandtl ;
306       bottomfluidnu =Nusselt ;
307       bottomfluidh =alpha ;
308       //alpha=0;
309       return alpha ;                                }
310   
311   double alphabottom ( double H ,  double Temperature )
312   {    double TempbottomS1 ,  Tempinsulation ,  TempbottomS1calc ,  alpha ;
313       double A ,  B ,  C ,  D ,  E ,  F ,  AA1 ,  Qbottom ;
314       int contador =0;
315       int a ;
316       do{  a =0;
317           contador =contador +1;
318       if ( contador ==1)  TempbottomS1 =250+273;
319       else TempbottomS1 =TempbottomS1calc ;
320       Tempinsulation =( TempbottomS1 +Tsoil )/ 2;
321       AA1 =alphafluidbottom ( H, Temperature , TempbottomS1 );
322       A =1/ AA1;
323       B =Esteelbottom /( lambdasteel ( TempbottomS1 ));



324       C =Ebrick / lambdabrick ;
325       D =Einsulationbottom /( lambdainsulation ( Tempinsulation ));
326       E =Econcrete / lambdaconcrete ;
327       F =Esoil / lambdasoil ;
328       alpha =1/( A+B+C+D+E+F);
329       Qbottom =alpha *( Temperature - Tsoil )* 0.7854 * Dtank * Dtank ;
330       TempbottomS1calc =Temperature -( Qbottom /( AA1* 0.7584 * Dtank * Dtank ));
331       a =validacion ( TempbottomS1calc , TempbottomS1 );
332       }  while ( a==1 && contador <itermax );
333       bottomfluid =A;
334       bottomsteel =B;
335       bottombrick =C;
336       bottominsul =D;
337       bottomconcrete =E;
338       bottomsoil =F;
339       bottomTempS1 =TempbottomS1calc - 273;
340       //alpha=0;
341       return alpha ;                                }
342   
343   double alphatop ( double H ,  double Temperature )
344   {    double Tair =Temperature - Difftemp ;
345       double Temperaturetop =( Temperature +Tair )/ 2;
346       double Grash =( 9.81 *( 1/ Temperaturetop )* pow( densityA ( Temperaturetop ), 2)* pow(( 0.9 * Dtank ), 3)*(

Temperature - Tair ))/( pow( viscosityA ( Temperaturetop ), 2));
347       double Prandlt =( viscosityA ( Temperaturetop )* CPA( Temperaturetop ))/( lambdaair ( Temperaturetop ));
348       double Prueba =Grash * Prandlt ;
349       double alpha ,  Nusselt ;
350       if ( Prueba <1000 )  alpha =0;
351       else {   if ( Prueba <1000000000 )  { Nusselt =0.54 *( pow( Prueba , 0.25 ));
352                                       alpha =( Nusselt * lambdaair ( Temperaturetop ))/( 0.9 * Dtank );}
353               else {   Nusselt =0.14 * pow( Prueba , 0.33333 );
354                       alpha =( Nusselt *( lambdaair ( Temperaturetop )))/( 0.9 * Dtank );}
355            }
356       Topairbeta =1/ Temperaturetop ;
357       Topairdens =densityA ( Temperaturetop );
358       Topairvisco =viscosityA ( Temperaturetop );
359       Topaircp =CPA( Temperaturetop );
360       Topairlamb =lambdaair ( Temperaturetop );
361       Topairpran =Prandlt ;
362       Topairgr =Grash ;
363       TopairNu =Nusselt ;
364       //alpha=0;
365       return alpha ;                                }
366   
367   double Qradiation ( double H ,  double Temperature )
368   {    double Gfluidref ,  Gfluidcalc ,  Jfluid ,  Gtank ,  Radiation ,  aa ,  AAA,  BBB;
369       double Tintwall =wallTempS1 +273;
370       int vuelta =0;
371       int a ;
372       aa =Htotal - H;
373       if ( aa<=0)  Radiation =0;
374       else {
375           do{
376           vuelta =vuelta +1;
377           a =0;
378           if ( vuelta ==1)  Gfluidref =300;
379           else Gfluidref =Gfluidcalc ;
380           Jfluid =( efluid * sigma * pow( Temperature , 4))+( Gfluidref *( 1- efluid ));
381           AAA =Dtank / 4;
382           BBB =AAA/( Htotal - H+AAA);
383           Gtank =( BBB* Jfluid )+(( 1- BBB)* Gfluidref );
384           Gfluidcalc =( e2steel * sigma * pow( Tintwall , 4))+( Gtank *( 1- e2steel ));
385           a =validacion ( Gfluidcalc , Gfluidref );
386   
387       } while ( a==1 && vuelta <itermax );
388   
389       PerdtopJfluid =Jfluid ;
390       PerdtopGfluid =Gfluidcalc ;
391   
392       Perdradiation =( efluid * sigma * pow( Temperature , 4))-( efluid * Gfluidcalc );
393   
394       Radiation =Jfluid - Gfluidcalc ;  }
395       return Radiation ;                     }
396   
397   double Qradiation2 ( double H ,  double Temperature )
398   {    double Gfluid ,  Jfluid ,  Gtank ,  Jtank ,  Radiation ,  AAA,  BBB,  CCC,  DDD,  EEE1 ,  EEE,  FFF ;
399       double Tintwall =wallTempS1 +273;
400       AAA =efluid * sigma * pow( Temperature , 4);
401       BBB =1- efluid ;
402       CCC =e2steel * sigma * pow( Tintwall , 4);
403       DDD =1- e2steel ;
404       EEE1 =Dtank / 4;
405       EEE =( EEE1)/( EEE1+Htotal - H);
406       FFF =1- EEE;



407       Jtank =( CCC+( DDD* EEE* AAA))/( 1-( DDD* EEE* BBB)-( DDD* FFF));
408       Gfluid =Jtank ;
409       Jfluid =AAA+( BBB* Gfluid );
410   
411       PerdtopJfluid =Jfluid ;
412       PerdtopGfluid =Gfluid ;
413   
414       Perdradiation =( efluid * sigma * pow( Temperature , 4))-( efluid * Gfluid );
415   
416       Radiation =Jfluid - Gfluid ;
417       return Radiation ;                     }
418   
419   
420   ///MAIN FUNCTION /////////////
421   
422   int main ( int argc ,  char * argv [])
423   {
424       int i ,  j ,  a ;
425       double AA ,  BB ,  CC1,  CC2,  CC3,  CC4,  CC,  DD,  DD1,  EE ,  EE1 ,  EE2 ,  EE3 ,  FF ,  FF1 ,  FF2 ,  FF3 ,  GG,  

GGG,  HH,  II1 ,  II2 ,  LL ;
426   
427       /// PREVIOUS CALCULATIONS /////////
428   
429       double Acircle =3.1416 * Dtank * Dtank / 4;
430   
431       vector<double> Minlet ( tamano +1),  Mout ( tamano +1),  Tfluid ( tamano +1),  Tfluidref ( tamano +1);
432       vector<double> resultados ( tamano +1),  H ( tamano +1),  alturas ( tamano +1),  Minletref ( tmax +1);
433       vector<double> Moutref ( tmax +1),  Perdidaslaterales ( tamano +1),  Perdidasfondo ( tamano +1),  

Perdidastop ( tamano +1);
434       vector<double> Perdidastopconvection ( tamano +1),  Perdidastopradiation ( tamano +1);
435       vector<double> Perdwallfluid ( tamano +1),  Perdwallsteel ( tamano +1),  Perdwallinsul ( tamano +1);
436       vector<double> Perdwallalum ( tamano +1),  Perdwallair ( tamano +1);
437       vector<double> PerdwallTempS1 ( tamano +1),  PerdwallTempS4 ( tamano +1);
438       vector<double> PerdwallfluidTempS1 ( tamano +1),  PerdwallfluidTfluid ( tamano +1),  

Perdwallfluiddens ( tamano +1);
439       vector<double> Perdwallfluidvisco ( tamano +1),  Perdwallfluidcp ( tamano +1),  Perdwallfluidlamb (

tamano +1);
440       vector<double> Perdwallfluidbeta ( tamano +1),  Perdwallfluidgr ( tamano +1),  Perdwallfluidpr (

tamano +1);
441       vector<double> PerdwallfluidNu ( tamano +1),  Perdwallfluidh ( tamano +1);
442       vector<double> PerdwallairTempS4 ( tamano +1),  PerdwallairTamb ( tamano +1),  Perdwallairdens (

tamano +1);
443       vector<double> Perdwallairvisco ( tamano +1),  Perdwallaircp ( tamano +1),  Perdwallairlamb ( tamano +1

);
444       vector<double> Perdwallairbeta ( tamano +1),  Perdwallairgr ( tamano +1),  Perdwallairpr ( tamano +1);
445       vector<double> PerdwallairNu ( tamano +1),  Perdwallairh ( tamano +1);
446       vector<double> Perdtopconvh ( tamano +1),  Perdtopconvbeta ( tamano +1),  Perdtopconvdens ( tamano +1);
447       vector<double> Perdtopconvvisco ( tamano +1),  Perdtopconvcp ( tamano +1),  Perdtopconvlamb ( tamano +1

);
448       vector<double> Perdtopconvpran ( tamano +1),  Perdtopconvgr ( tamano +1),  PerdtopconvNu ( tamano +1);
449       vector<double> Perdbottomfluid ( tamano +1),  Perdbottomsteel ( tamano +1),  Perdbottombrick ( tamano +

1);
450       vector<double> Perdbottominsul ( tamano +1),  Perdbottomconcrete ( tamano +1),  Perdbottomsoil (

tamano +1),  PerdbottomTS1 ( tamano +1);
451       vector<double> Perdbottomfluidbeta ( tamano +1),  Perdbottomfluiddens ( tamano +1),  

Perdbottomfluidvisco ( tamano +1);
452       vector<double> Perdbottomfluidcp ( tamano +1),  Perdbottomfluidlamb ( tamano +1),  Perdbottomfluidgr

( tamano +1);
453       vector<double> Perdbottomfluidpran ( tamano +1),  Perdbottomfluidnu ( tamano +1),  

Perdbottomfluidalpha ( tamano +1);
454       vector<double> PerdtopradJ ( tamano +1),  PerdtopradG ( tamano +1),  Perdradnew ( tamano +1),  

Perdidastotales ( tamano +1);
455   
456   
457       /// ENTRANCE OF THE INPUT DATA OF THE INLET MASS FLOW /////////
458   
459       ifstream minFile ;    minFile . open ( "data_Minlet_Andasol1.txt" );
460       if ( minFile . fail ()){  cout << "Error Opening File"  <<endl;  exit ( 0);  }
461   
462       for ( i =0;  i <tmax +1;  i ++)
463           minFile >>Minletref [ i ];
464   
465       minFile . close ();
466   
467       for ( j =0;  j <tmax +1;  j ++)
468       {     for ( i =0;  i <=n;  i ++)
469               Minlet [ i +j * n]=( Minletref [ j ]/ 3600 );
470       }
471   
472       /// ENTRANCE OF THE INPUT DATA OF THE OUTLET MASS FLOW /////////
473   
474        ifstream moutFile ;     moutFile . open ( "data_moutlet_Andasol1.txt" );
475       if ( moutFile . fail ()){  cout << "Error Opening File"  <<endl;  exit ( 0);  }
476   



477       for ( i =0;  i <tmax +1;  i ++)
478           moutFile >>Moutref [ i ];
479   
480       moutFile . close ();
481   
482       for ( j =0;  j <tmax +1;  j ++)
483       {     for ( i =0;  i <=n;  i ++)
484               Mout [ i +j * n]=( Moutref [ j ]/ 3600 );
485       }
486   
487       //8for (i=0; i<tamano; i++)  {cout<<" Minlet "<<Min let[i]<<" node "<<i<<endl; cin.get();}
488          // {cout<<" Mout "<<Mout[i]<<" node "<<i<<endl; cin .get();}
489   
490   
491      /// SET OF THE PROCESS DATA /////////
492   
493      i =- 1;
494      H [ i +1]= 0.9 ;
495      Tfluid [ i +1]= 365+273;
496      resultados [ i +1]= Tfluid [ i +1]- 273;
497      alturas [ i +1]= H[ i +1];
498   
499      /// MAIN ITERATIVE PROCESS /////////
500   
501      do {
502   
503           i =i +1;
504           j =0;
505   
506      do {
507           j =j +1;
508   
509           if ( j ==1)  Tfluidref [ i +1]= 300+273;
510               else  Tfluidref [ i +1]= Tfluid [ i +1];
511   
512           H [ i +1]=( densityF ( Tfluid [ i ])* H[ i ]/ densityF ( Tfluidref [ i +1]))+( deltat *( Minlet [ i +1]- Mout [ i +1

])/( densityF ( Tfluidref [ i +1])* Acircle ));
513   
514                   if ( H[ i +1]>= Hmax)  cout<<"The height of the fluid " <<H[ i +1]<< " is higher than 

the maximum permitted at period of time " <<i <<endl;
515                   if ( H[ i +1]<= Hmin)  cout<<"The height of the fluid " <<H[ i +1]<< " is lower than the 

minimum permitted at period of time " <<i <<endl;
516   
517         ///ALL Qlost INCLUDED (WALL, TOP AND BOTTOM)///
518           /*AA=Minlet[i+1]*CPF(Tinlet)*Tinlet;
519           BB=alphawall(H[i+1],Tfluid[i])*Twall*3.1416 *Dtank*H[i+1];
520           CC1=densityF(Tfluid[i])*CPF((Tfluid[i]+Tflu idref[i+1])/2)*Tfluid[i]*H[i]/deltat;
521           CC2=alphabottom(H[i+1],Tfluid[i])*Tsoil+alp hatop(H[i+1],Tfluid[i])*Tg;
522           CC3=efluid*e2*sigma*pow(Twall,4)/(1-(1-e2)* (1-efluid));
523           CC4=Pressure*(H[i+1]-H[i])/deltat;
524           CC=CC1+CC2+CC3+CC4;
525           DD=alphawall(H[i+1],Tfluid[i])*3.1416*Dtank *H[i+1];
526           EE=Minlet[i+1]*CPF(Tinlet);
527           FF1=densityF(Tfluid[i])*CPF((Tfluid[i]+Tflu idref[i+1])/2)*H[i+1]/deltat;
528           

FF2=alphabottom(H[i+1],Tfluid[i])+alphatop(H[i+1],T fluid[i])+efluid*sigma*pow(Tfluidref[i+1],3);
529           FF3=(1-e2)*efluid*efluid*sigma*pow(Tfluidre f[i+1],3)/(1-(1-e2)*(1-efluid));
530           FF=FF1+FF2-FF3;
531           Tfluid[i+1]=(AA+BB+Acircle*CC)/(DD+EE+Acirc le*FF);*/
532   
533        ///ONLY QWALL INCLUDED ///
534           /*AA=densityF(Tfluid[i])*H[i]*CPF(Tfluid[i])*Tfluid [i]/deltat;
535           BB=Pressure*(H[i+1]-H[i])/deltat;
536           CC=Minlet[i+1]*CPF(Tinlet)*Tinlet;
537           DD=alphawall(H[i+1],Tfluidref[i+1])*Twall*3 .1416*Dtank*H[i+1];
538           EE=densityF(Tfluid[i])*H[i]*CPF(Tfluid[i])/ deltat;
539           FF=Minlet[i+1]*CPF(Tinlet)+alphawall(H[i+1] ,Tfluidref[i+1])*3.1416*Dtank*H[i+1];
540           Tfluid[i+1]=(Acircle*(AA+BB)+CC+DD)/(FF+EE* Acircle);*/
541   
542       ///Qlost  WALL & BOTTOM INCLUDED ONLY ///
543           /*AA=densityF(Tfluid[i])*H[i]*CPF(Tfluid[i])*Tfluid [i]/deltat;
544           BB=Pressure*(H[i+1]-H[i])/deltat;
545           CC=alphabottom(H[i+1],Tfluidref[i+1])*Tsoil ;
546           

DD=Minlet[i+1]*CPF(Tinlet)*Tinlet+alphawall(H[i+1], Tfluidref[i+1])*Twall*3.1416*Dtank*H[i+1];
547           EE=(densityF(Tfluid[i])*H[i]*CPF(Tfluid[i]) /deltat)+alphabottom(H[i+1],Tfluidref[i+1]);
548           FF=Minlet[i+1]*CPF(Tinlet)+alphawall(H[i+1] ,Tfluidref[i+1])*3.1416*Dtank*H[i+1];
549           Tfluid[i+1]=(Acircle*(AA+BB+CC)+DD)/(FF+EE* Acircle);*/
550   
551       ///Qlost  WALL & TOP convection INCLUDED ONLY ///
552           /*AA=densityF(Tfluid[i])*H[i]*CPF(Tfluid[i])*Tfluid [i]/deltat;
553           BB=Pressure*(H[i+1]-H[i])/deltat;
554           CC=alphatop(H[i+1],Tfluidref[i+1])*Tg;
555           



DD=Minlet[i+1]*CPF(Tinlet)*Tinlet+alphawall(H[i+1], Tfluidref[i+1])*Twall*3.1416*Dtank*H[i+1];
556           EE=(densityF(Tfluid[i])*H[i]*CPF(Tfluid[i]) /deltat)+alphatop(H[i+1],Tfluidref[i+1]);
557           FF=Minlet[i+1]*CPF(Tinlet)+alphawall(H[i+1] ,Tfluidref[i+1])*3.1416*Dtank*H[i+1];
558           Tfluid[i+1]=(Acircle*(AA+BB+CC)+DD)/(FF+EE* Acircle);*/
559   
560       ///Qlost  WALL & TOP radiation INCLUDED ONLY ///
561           /*AA=densityF(Tfluid[i])*H[i]*CPF(Tfluid[i])*Tfluid [i]/deltat;
562           BB=Pressure*(H[i+1]-H[i])/deltat;
563           CC=efluid*e2*pow(Twall,4)/(1-(1-e2)*(1-eflu id));
564           DD=Minlet[i+1]*CPF(Tinlet)*Tinlet+alphawall (H[i+1],Tfluid[i])*Twall*3.1416*Dtank*H[i+1];
565           EE1=(densityF(Tfluid[i])*H[i]*CPF(Tfluid[i] )/deltat);
566           EE2=efluid*sigma*pow(Tfluidref[i+1],3);
567           EE3=(1-e2)*efluid*efluid*sigma*pow(Tfluidre f[i+1],3)/(1-(1-e2)*(1-efluid));
568           EE=EE1+EE2-EE3;
569           FF=Minlet[i+1]*CPF(Tinlet)+alphawall(H[i+1] ,Tfluid[i])*3.1416*Dtank*H[i+1];
570           Tfluid[i+1]=(Acircle*(AA+BB+CC)+DD)/(FF+EE* Acircle);*/
571   
572       ///Qlost  ALL INCLUDED EXCEPT Qtopradiation ///
573           /*AA=densityF(Tfluid[i])*H[i]*CPF(Tfluid[i])*Tfluid [i]/deltat;
574           BB=Pressure*(H[i+1]-H[i])/deltat;
575           CC2=alphatop(H[i+1],Tfluidref[i+1]);
576           CC3=alphabottom(H[i+1],Tfluidref[i+1]);
577           CC=CC2*Tair+CC3*Tsoil;
578           DD1=alphawall(H[i+1],Tfluidref[i+1],i,j);
579           DD=Minlet[i+1]*CPF(Tinlet)*Tinlet+DD1*Twall *3.1416*Dtank*H[i+1];
580           EE=(densityF(Tfluid[i])*H[i]*CPF(Tfluid[i]) /deltat)+CC2+CC3;
581           FF=Minlet[i+1]*CPF(Tinlet)+DD1*3.1416*Dtank *H[i+1];
582           Tfluid[i+1]=(Acircle*(AA+BB+CC)+DD)/(FF+EE* Acircle);*/
583   
584       ///Qlost  ALL INCLUDED  ///
585           AA =densityF ( Tfluid [ i ])* H[ i ]* CPF( Tfluid [ i ])* Tfluid [ i ]/ deltat ;
586           BB =Pressure *( H[ i +1]- H[ i ])/ deltat ;
587           DD1 =alphawall ( H[ i +1], Tfluidref [ i +1], i , j );
588           CC1 =Qradiation ( H[ i +1], Tfluidref [ i +1]);
589           CC2 =alphatop ( H[ i +1], Tfluidref [ i +1]);
590           CC3 =alphabottom ( H[ i +1], Tfluidref [ i +1]);
591           CC =CC2*( Tfluidref [ i +1]- Difftemp )+ CC3* Tsoil - CC1;
592           //CC=CC2*(Tair)+CC3*Tsoil-CC1;
593           DD =Minlet [ i +1]* CPF( Tinlet )* Tinlet +DD1* Twall * 3.1416 * Dtank * H[ i +1];
594           EE =( densityF ( Tfluid [ i ])* H[ i ]* CPF( Tfluid [ i ])/ deltat )+ CC2+CC3;
595           FF =Minlet [ i +1]* CPF( Tinlet )+ DD1* 3.1416 * Dtank * H[ i +1];
596           Tfluid [ i +1]=( Acircle *( AA+BB+CC)+ DD)/( FF+EE* Acircle );
597   
598           a =validacion ( Tfluid [ i +1], Tfluidref [ i +1]);   //cout<<" H "<<H[i+1]<<" for i+1 "<<i+1<<" 

iteration "<<j<<endl; //cin.get();
599                                                      //cout<<" Tref "<<Tfluidref[i+1]-273<<" for 

i+1 "<<i+1<<" iteration "<<j<<endl; // cin.get();
600                                                      //cout<<" T "<<Tfluid[i+1]-273<<" for i+1 

"<<i+1<<" iteration "<<j<<endl; cin.get();
601                                                      //cout<<" AA "<<AA<<" for i+1 "<<i+1<<" 

iteration "<<j<<endl; //cin.get();
602                                                      //cout<<" BB "<<BB<<" for i+1 "<<i+1<<" 

iteration "<<j<<endl; //cin.get();
603                                                      //cout<<" CC "<<CC<<" for i+1 "<<i+1<<" 

iteration "<<j<<endl; //cin.get();
604                                                      //cout<<" DD "<<DD<<" for i+1 "<<i+1<<" 

iteration "<<j<<endl; //cin.get();
605                                                      //cout<<" EE "<<EE<<" for i+1 "<<i+1<<" 

iteration "<<j<<endl; cin.get();
606                                                      //cout<<" alphafluidwall 

"<<alphafluidwall(H[i+1],Tfluidref[i+1])<<" for i+1  "<<i+1<<" iteration "<<j<<endl; //cin.get();
607                                                      //cout<<" viscosity 

"<<viscosityF(Tfluidref[i+1])<<" for i+1 "<<i+1<<" iteration "<<j<<endl; cin.get();
608   
609   
610   
611      }  while ( a==1 && j <itermax );
612   
613           Perdwallfluid [ i +1]= wallfluid ;
614           Perdwallsteel [ i +1]= wallsteel ;
615           Perdwallinsul [ i +1]= wallinsul ;
616           Perdwallalum [ i +1]= wallalum ;
617           Perdwallair [ i +1]= wallair ;
618           PerdwallTempS1 [ i +1]= wallTempS1 ;
619           PerdwallTempS4 [ i +1]= wallTempS4 ;
620   
621           PerdwallfluidTempS1 [ i +1]= wallTempS1 ;
622           PerdwallfluidTfluid [ i +1]= Tfluid [ i +1]- 273;
623           Perdwallfluiddens [ i +1]= wallfluiddens ;
624           Perdwallfluidvisco [ i +1]= wallfluidvisco ;
625           Perdwallfluidcp [ i +1]= wallfluidcp ;
626           Perdwallfluidlamb [ i +1]= wallfluidlamb ;
627           Perdwallfluidbeta [ i +1]= wallfluidbeta ;
628           Perdwallfluidgr [ i +1]= wallfluidgr ;



629           Perdwallfluidpr [ i +1]= wallfluidpran ;
630           PerdwallfluidNu [ i +1]= wallfluidnu ;
631           Perdwallfluidh [ i +1]= wallfluidh ;
632   
633           PerdwallairTempS4 [ i +1]= wallTempS4 ;
634           PerdwallairTamb [ i +1]= Twall - 273;
635           Perdwallairdens [ i +1]= wallairdens ;
636           Perdwallairvisco [ i +1]= wallairvisco ;
637           Perdwallaircp [ i +1]= wallaircp ;
638           Perdwallairlamb [ i +1]= wallairlamb ;
639           Perdwallairbeta [ i +1]= wallairbeta ;
640           Perdwallairgr [ i +1]= wallairgr ;
641           Perdwallairpr [ i +1]= wallairpran ;
642           PerdwallairNu [ i +1]= wallairnu ;
643           Perdwallairh [ i +1]= wallairh ;
644   
645           Perdtopconvbeta [ i +1]= Topairbeta ;
646           Perdtopconvdens [ i +1]= Topairdens ;
647           Perdtopconvvisco [ i +1]= Topairvisco ;
648           Perdtopconvcp [ i +1]= Topaircp ;
649           Perdtopconvlamb [ i +1]= Topairlamb ;
650           Perdtopconvpran [ i +1]= Topairpran ;
651           Perdtopconvgr [ i +1]= Topairgr ;
652           PerdtopconvNu [ i +1]= TopairNu ;
653   
654           Perdbottomfluid [ i +1]= bottomfluid ;
655           Perdbottomsteel [ i +1]= bottomsteel ;
656           Perdbottombrick [ i +1]= bottombrick ;
657           Perdbottominsul [ i +1]= bottominsul ;
658           Perdbottomconcrete [ i +1]= bottomconcrete ;
659           Perdbottomsoil [ i +1]= bottomsoil ;
660           PerdbottomTS1 [ i +1]= bottomTempS1 ;
661   
662           Perdbottomfluidbeta [ i +1]= bottomfluidbeta ;
663           Perdbottomfluiddens [ i +1]= bottomfluiddens ;
664           Perdbottomfluidvisco [ i +1]= bottomfluidvisco ;
665           Perdbottomfluidcp [ i +1]= bottomfluidcp ;
666           Perdbottomfluidlamb [ i +1]= bottomfluidlamb ;
667           Perdbottomfluidgr [ i +1]= bottomfluidgr ;
668           Perdbottomfluidpran [ i +1]= bottomfluidpran ;
669           Perdbottomfluidnu [ i +1]= bottomfluidnu ;
670           Perdbottomfluidalpha [ i +1]= bottomfluidh ;
671   
672           Perdradnew [ i +1]= Acircle * Qradiation2 ( H[ i +1], Tfluid [ i +1]);
673           PerdtopradJ [ i +1]= PerdtopJfluid ;
674           PerdtopradG [ i +1]= PerdtopGfluid ;
675   
676   
677           Perdidaslaterales [ i +1]= DD1* 3.1416 * Dtank * H[ i +1]*( Tfluid [ i +1]- Twall );
678   
679           Perdidasfondo [ i +1]= CC3* 3.1416 * Dtank * Dtank *( Tfluid [ i +1]- Tsoil )/ 4;
680   
681           Perdtopconvh [ i +1]= CC2;
682           //GGG=Perdtopconvh[i+1]*(Tfluid[i+1]-Tair);
683           GGG =Perdtopconvh [ i +1]*( Tfluid [ i +1]-( Tfluid [ i +1]- Difftemp ));
684           Perdidastop [ i +1]= Acircle *( GGG)+ Perdradnew [ i +1];
685   
686           Perdidastopconvection [ i +1]= GGG* Acircle ;
687           Perdidastopradiation [ i +1]= Acircle * CC1;
688   
689           Perdidastotales [ i +1]= Perdidaslaterales [ i +1]+ Perdidasfondo [ i +1]+ Perdidastop [ i +1];
690   
691           resultados [ i +1]= Tfluid [ i +1]- 273;
692           alturas [ i +1]= H[ i +1];
693   
694           //cout<<" alphatop "<<alphatop(H[i+1],Tfluidref[i+1 ])<<" for i+1 "<<i+1<<" iteration 

"<<j<<endl; cin.get();
695           //cout<<" H "<<H[i+1]<<" for i+1 "<<i+1<<" iteratio n "<<j<<endl; //cin.get();
696           //cout<<" T "<<Tfluid[i+1]-273<<" for i+1 "<<i+1<<"  iteration "<<j<<endl; cin.get();
697   
698   
699      }  while (( i +2)< tamano );  cout<<" llego aqui " <<endl; cin. get ();
700   
701       ofstream outFile ;    outFile . open ( "results.txt" );
702       outFile << "Tfluid[ºC]"  << endl;
703   
704       for ( i =0;  i <tamano ;  i ++)         outFile << resultados [ i ]  << endl;  // " tiempo " << i << " 

min " << endl;
705   
706       outFile . close ();
707   
708       ofstream alturaFile ;    alturaFile . open ( "alturastanque.txt" );
709       alturaFile << "Height[m]"  << endl;
710   



711       for ( i =0;  i <tamano ;  i ++)         alturaFile << alturas [ i ]  << endl;  // " tiempo " << i << " 
min " << endl;

712   
713       alturaFile . close ();
714   
715       ofstream perdidalatFile ;    perdidalatFile . open ( "perdidaslaterales.txt" );
716       perdidalatFile << "Qwall[W]"  << endl;
717   
718       for ( i =0;  i <tamano ;  i ++)         perdidalatFile << Perdidaslaterales [ i ]  << endl;  // " tiempo 

" << i << " min " << endl;
719   
720       perdidalatFile . close ();
721   
722       ofstream perdidabotFile ;    perdidabotFile . open ( "perdidasfondo.txt" );
723       perdidabotFile << "Qbottom[W] 1/hfluid steel brick insul concrete soi l"  << endl;
724   
725       for ( i =0;  i <tamano ;  i ++)         perdidabotFile << Perdidasfondo [ i ]  << " "  << Perdbottomfluid

[ i ]  << " "  << Perdbottomsteel [ i ]
726                                        << " "  << Perdbottombrick [ i ]  << " "  << Perdbottominsul [ i ]  

<< " "  << Perdbottomconcrete [ i ]
727                                        << " "  << Perdbottomsoil [ i ]   << endl;  // " tiempo " << i 

<< " min " << endl;
728   
729       perdidabotFile . close ();
730   
731       ofstream perdbottomfluidFile ;    perdbottomfluidFile . open ( "perdidasfondofluidcoeff.txt" );
732       perdbottomfluidFile << "Beta density[kg/m3] viscosity[Pa.s] Cp[J/kgK] Lamb da[W/m2K] Grashof 

Prandtl Nusselt Alpha TS1[ºC]"  << endl;
733   
734       for ( i =0;  i <tamano ;  i ++)         perdbottomfluidFile << Perdbottomfluidbeta [ i ]  << " "  << 

Perdbottomfluiddens [ i ]  << " "  << Perdbottomfluidvisco [ i ]
735                                        << " "  << Perdbottomfluidcp [ i ]  << " "  << 

Perdbottomfluidlamb [ i ]  << " "  << Perdbottomfluidgr [ i ]
736                                        << " "  << Perdbottomfluidpran [ i ]  << " "  << 

Perdbottomfluidnu [ i ]  << " "  << Perdbottomfluidalpha [ i ]
737                                        << " "  << PerdbottomTS1 [ i ]  << endl;  // " tiempo " << i << 

" min " << endl;
738   
739       perdbottomfluidFile . close ();
740   
741       ofstream perdidatopFile ;    perdidatopFile . open ( "perdidastope.txt" );
742       perdidatopFile << "Qtop[W]"  << endl;
743   
744       for ( i =0;  i <tamano ;  i ++)         perdidatopFile << Perdidastop [ i ]  << endl;  // " tiempo " << 

i << " min " << endl;
745   
746       perdidatopFile . close ();
747   
748       ofstream perdidatopconvFile ;    perdidatopconvFile . open ( "perdidastopeconvection.txt" );
749       perdidatopconvFile << "Qtopconv[W] alphaconv[W/m2K] Beta[1/ºC] Density[kg /m3] 

Viscosity[Pa.s] Cp[J/kgK] Lambda[W/m2K] Prandtl Gra sh Nusselt"  << endl;
750   
751       for ( i =0;  i <tamano ;  i ++)         perdidatopconvFile << Perdidastopconvection [ i ]  << " "  << 

Perdtopconvh [ i ]  <<
752                                       " "  << Perdtopconvbeta [ i ]  << " "  << Perdtopconvdens [ i ]  << " 

"  << Perdtopconvvisco [ i ]  <<
753                                       " "  << Perdtopconvcp [ i ]  << " "  << Perdtopconvlamb [ i ]  << " "  

<< Perdtopconvpran [ i ]  <<
754                                       " "  << Perdtopconvgr [ i ]  << " "  << PerdtopconvNu [ i ]  << endl;  

// " tiempo " << i << " min " << endl;
755   
756       perdidatopconvFile . close ();
757   
758       ofstream perdidatopradFile ;    perdidatopradFile . open ( "perdidastoperadiation.txt" );
759       perdidatopradFile << "Qtoprad[W] J G New"  << endl;
760   
761       for ( i =0;  i <tamano ;  i ++)         perdidatopradFile << Perdidastopradiation [ i ]  << " "  << 

PerdtopradJ [ i ]  << " "  <<
762                                       PerdtopradG [ i ]  << " "  << Perdradnew [ i ]  << endl;  // " tiempo 

" << i << " min " << endl;
763   
764       perdidatopradFile . close ();
765   
766       ofstream minletFile ;        minletFile . open ( "minlet.txt" );
767       minletFile <<" Value of the inlet mass flow during the step time s "  <<endl;
768   
769       for ( i =0;  i <tamano ;  i ++)     minletFile << Minlet [ i ]  << endl;  // " tiempo " << i << " min " 

<< endl;
770   
771       minletFile . close ();
772   
773       ofstream moutletFile ;        moutletFile . open ( "moutlet.txt" );
774       moutletFile <<" Value of the inlet mass flow during the step time s "  <<endl;
775   



776       for ( i =0;  i <tamano ;  i ++)     moutletFile << Mout [ i ]  << endl;  // " tiempo " << i << " min " 
<< endl;

777   
778       moutletFile . close ();
779   
780       ofstream CoefQwallFile ;    CoefQwallFile . open ( "coeficientesQwall.txt" );
781       CoefQwallFile << "1/hfluid steel insulation aluminium air TS1 TS4"  << endl;
782   
783       for ( i =0;  i <tamano ;  i ++)         CoefQwallFile << Perdwallfluid [ i ]  << " "  << Perdwallsteel [ i +

1]  <<
784                                       " "  << Perdwallinsul [ i ]  << " "   << Perdwallalum [ i ]  << " "  <<

 Perdwallair [ i ]  << " "  << PerdwallTempS1 [ i ]  << " "  <<
785                                       PerdwallTempS4 [ i ]  << endl;  // " tiempo " << i << " min " << 

endl;
786   
787       CoefQwallFile . close ();
788   
789       ofstream AlphafluidwallFile ;    AlphafluidwallFile . open ( "Alphafluidwall.txt" );
790       AlphafluidwallFile << "TempS1 Tfluid Density Viscosity Cp Lambda Beta Gra sh Prandtl Nusselt 

hfluid"  << endl;
791   
792       for ( i =0;  i <tamano ;  i ++)         AlphafluidwallFile << PerdwallfluidTempS1 [ i ]  << " "  << 

PerdwallfluidTfluid [ i +1]  <<
793                                       " "  << Perdwallfluiddens [ i ]  << " "   << Perdwallfluidvisco [ i ]

 << " "  << Perdwallfluidcp [ i ]  << " "  <<
794                                       Perdwallfluidla mb[ i ]  << " "  << Perdwallfluidbeta [ i ]  << " "  

<< Perdwallfluidgr [ i ]  << " "  <<
795                                       Perdwallfluidpr [ i ]  << " "  << PerdwallfluidNu [ i ]  << " "  << 

Perdwallfluidh [ i ]  << endl;  // " tiempo " << i << " min " << endl;
796   
797       AlphafluidwallFile . close ();
798   
799       ofstream AlphaairwallFile ;    AlphaairwallFile . open ( "Alphaairwall.txt" );
800       AlphaairwallFile << "TempS4 Tamb Density Viscosity Cp Lambda Beta Grash  Prandtl Nusselt 

hair"  << endl;
801   
802       for ( i =0;  i <tamano ;  i ++)         AlphaairwallFile << PerdwallairTempS4 [ i ]  << " "  << 

PerdwallairTamb [ i +1]  <<
803                                       " "  << Perdwallairdens [ i ]  << " "   << Perdwallairvisco [ i ]  << 

" "  << Perdwallaircp [ i ]  << " "  <<
804                                       Perdwallairlamb [ i ]  << " "  << Perdwallairbeta [ i ]  << " "  << 

Perdwallairgr [ i ]  << " "  <<
805                                       Perdwallairpr [ i ]  << " "  << PerdwallairNu [ i ]  << " "  << 

Perdwallairh [ i ]  << endl;  // " tiempo " << i << " min " << endl;
806   
807       AlphaairwallFile . close ();
808   
809       ofstream PerdidastotFile ;     PerdidastotFile . open ( "Perdidastotales.txt" );
810       PerdidastotFile << "Qtotal[W]"  << endl;
811   
812       for ( i =0;  i <tamano ;  i ++)        PerdidastotFile << Perdidastotales [ i ]  << endl;
813   
814       PerdidastotFile . close ();
815   
816   
817      return 0;
818   }
819   


